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Wednesday, the 13th September, 1978

The SPEAKER (Mr Thompson) took
Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read prayers.

the

QUESTIONS
Questions were taken at this stage.

BILLS (4): INThODLJMrON AND
FIRST READING

I . Appropriation Bill (Consolidated
Revenue Fund).

2. Appropriation Dill (General Loan
Fund).

Bills introduced, on motions by Sir
Charles Court (Treasurer), and read a
first time.

3. Road Traffic Act Amendment Bill.
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr O'Neil

(Minister for Police and Traffic), and
read a first time.

4. Betting Control Act Amendment Bill.
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr O'Neil

(Chief Secretary), and read a first
time.

NATIONAL COUNTRY PARTY:
ALLEGATIONS BY MEMBER FOR MOORE

Discrepancies: Motion
MR DAVIES (Victoria Park-Leader of the

Opposition) [4.50 p.m.]: I move-
That in the opinion of this House, the

Member for Moore should make a statement
to the House explaining the discrepanci es
between his personal explanation on August
9, 1978, and the comments he allegedly made
to three journalists about the same matter as
outlined in-

(i) the speech of the Member for
Gosneills on 16th August during
debate on the motion to establish a
select committee into allegations by

.the Member for Moore in his
personal explanation;

(ii) the speech of the Member for
Balcatta during the same debate;
and

(iii) the press statement issued by the
W.A. branch of the Australian
Journalists' Association and
published in the Daily News on
17th August, 1978, and The West
Australian on 18th August, 1978.

I am sure the member for Moore will be pleased

indeed that we have given him this opportunity to
clear up some matters which are causing concern

a nd distress to some members of the House, but
particularly to three members of the Australian
Journalists' Association. Let me say at the outset
that this motion has nothing at all to do with the
current difficulties which exist between members
of the NCP. It certainly arises from something
associated with the debate about that subject at
that time, but the content of the motion today has
nothing to do with that dispute. This is an
opportunity the honourable member will welcome
to put right the discrepancies and to let us know
the factual position.

The member for Moore made a personal
explanation to this House on the 9th August,
1978, and as I said earlier, he set a new standard
in personal explanations.

The general content has been fairly widely
debated and, as I have already said, the subject
matter is of no concern, but the content of part of
the statement is of considerable concern to us. In
that statement to a considerable degree he details
his personal movements on Monday the 31st July,
1978,' and he says that he was reluctant to make a
Press statement to the journalists. He spoke about
a conversation with his secretary and that she had
reported that John Arthur of the Daily News
wished to speak to him urgently. In his statement
he said-

I told her I was busy and did not really
want to make any comment at this stage.

That is not an unreasonable situation. We all ind
ourselves in that position from time to time, and
he was doing what probably any of us would want
to do; but that was the first indication that he did
not want to make a statement to Mr John Arthur
of the Daily News on the current difficulties
which were being experienced by the NCP at that
time and the part he was playing in them.

Later that day he told John Arthur he would
vote for stable government, and I will refer
further on to his statement. Quite some time later
in the day he said-

On returning to Parliament House, John
Arthur of the "Daily News" rang me and
wanted to know how I would vote. I said I
would not give an indication who I would
vote for, but that I would vote for stable
Government in Western Australia.

Once again that is a fairly non-committal remark,
but from what we read in the paper the member
for Moore held a very important and crucial vote
in the debate which was ensuing at that time.

So far, we have been told first of all that he did
not want to make a statement to the Daily News
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and, later on, he said in the same afternoon he
would not give an indication about whom he
would vote for in the coming crucial battle. He
said-

Shortly after, David Warren of the "West
Australian" rang me and I also told him that
I would support sound Government in
Western Australia, but would not indicate
persons I would support.

He then goes on to say that he told David Warren
of The West Australian in confidence that he had
been offered a bribe to vote in a certain way and
he said he respected David Warren's keeping that
confidence.

All that took place on Monday, the 31st July,
according to the statement which was made in the
House on the 9th August by the member for
Moore. So the situation there is that he would not
tell anyone for whom he would vote, but he had
told David Warren of The West Australian in
confidence that he had been offered money to
vote a certain way.

The next development took place, as we would
expect, the following day, on Tuesday, the 1st
August, and he said that he spoke to John Arthur
of the Daily News but that he had declined to
name the person concerned in the alleged bribery.
I will quote from his statement as follows-

I arrived at Parliament House at 9. 10 a.m.
on August 1, 1978 . . . I answered the phone
and it was John Arthur of the "Daily News".

He asked me what action I was going to
take and I said I would not tell him what
action I was taking.

However, I did tell him that I was
disgusted as I had even been offered money
and Labor Party Preferences by the factions
supporting Jim Fletcher if I would give them
my vote. I declined to name any person.

So in his early morning statement to John Arthur
of the Daily News he told him he had been
offered money to vote a certain way, but in his
statement to the House on the 9th August he used
the words, "I declined to name any person." But
apparently John Arthur, being the journalist he
is-and we have all had experience of him; he Is
persistent if nothing else; but he is a lot of other
things besides persistent because he is a good and
responsible journalist-camne back to the member
for Moore and asked for some further
information. In his statement the member for
Moore said-

On return to my office, I received another
telephone call from John Arthur of the
"Daily News". He asked me to name the

person who had offered me the money. I
again refused.

So in his statement that is the second time he has
said he refused to name the person who had
allegedly offered him money as a bribe.

The next interesting point from his statement in
regard to this particular matter is that he
comments on the report which was in the first
edition of the Daily News and, in his sworn
declaration to the House, he made this
statement-

Later, per medium of the telephone, a copy
of the text of the article which appeared in
the first edition of the "Daily News" under
Arthur's name, was read to me. The report
which subsequently appeared in the first
edition of the "Daily News" was basically
correct in what I said.

That report of course confirmed the earlier
statements that he would refuse to name the
person. Having said he would refuse to name the
person we would have thought that the matter
would be allowed to rest there; but, no, it was not
going to be because towards the end of the
statement-indeed, on the last page-the member
for Moore said-

However, I was surprised to read in a later
edition of the same newspaper under that
reporter's name an additional paragraph, and
I quote:

"Mr Crane said the approaches had
not been made by Mr Fletcher."

That is a rather unusual position. Right up to the
end of the first edition everything had gone the
way the member for Moore required it.

The member for Moore would not name any
person, and he then said he was surprised to see in
the later edition this addition to the earlier
story-

Mr Crane said the approaches had not
been made by Mr Fletcher.

As far as the statement is concerned, that is about
where the matter ends. That is really the end of
the member's story as he told it to the House on
the 9th August.

The matter was subsequently debated in
Parliament from another angle on the 16th
August-one week and one day later-and if
members read that debate they will Find the
member for Gosnells drew attention to some
discrepancies between the story which had been
given to the Parliament by the member for Moore
and what he believed to be the position which
actually existed. This was a matter for some
concern. Indeed the member for Gosnells
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suggested, in some words which were Dot
acceptable to the House, that the member for
Moore had misled the House, and on a point of
order being taken he was subsequently asked to be
very careful about his language. But the member
for Gosnells made this comment-

... there appears to be strong evidence to
show this portion of the statement is not
accurate; in fact it is misleading and
inaccurate.

He then went on to detail the situation as he knew
it, which was claimed by Mr John Arthur of the
Daily News, Mr Bob Willoughby of Channel 9,
and Mr E. A. Barker of The West Australian to
be the correct position. The stories of those three
persons were identical but they differed from the
statement made by the member for Moore under
privilege in this House.

The member for Balcatta also drew attention to
the matter when he spoke to the motion on the
same evening. What he had to say was rather far-
reaching and he invited the member for Moore to
make an explanation and set the record right
there and then, on that night. Indeed, he made a
fairly strong speech and we would have thought it
would evoke some response from the member for
Moore, but he did not rise from his seat at all
although plenty of opportunities were available
for him to do so.

So we have the member for Moore making a
statement and the member for Gosnells and the
member for Balcatta pointing out that it
contained one serious inaccuracy. The member
for Moore was invited to put the record straight
and let us know what the position was. He had
only to get up and say, "The position as I stated
it is correct", or "I was mistaken; that might have
been the position but because of the effluxion of
time my memory became a little hazy." But we
had not a word from the member for Moore in
answer to the accusation that he had committed
the serious misdemeanour of misleading this
House. I do not think you, Mr Speaker, would
hold with any member misleading the House,
particularly when, in view of the evidence brought
forward by the member for Gosnells and the
member for Balcatta, it appeared to have been
deliberately done. I invite members to read the
speeches appeared of the member for Gosnells
and the member for Balcatta. I will not go
through them in any detail.

The only attempt which appears to have been
made to defend the statement made by the
member for Moore was that by the Premier when
he said-

We cannot deal with chapter and verse in

a matter such as this. We have decided it on
broad principle and that is that.

And that appeared to be that as far as we are
concerned. It did not matter that a very cogent
fact in the statement appeared to be incorrect and
that three journalists were in effect being called
loose handlers of the truth and were being
charged with misleading the public at large
because those statements had apparently been
printed in The West Australian and the Daily
News and broadcast over Channel 9. So here we
have a serious business and all the Premier can
say is, "It was decided on broad principle and that
is that." The member for Moore did not make
any attempt to put the record straight. I am sure
he will welcome the opportunity to do so tonight.

The debate to which I have been referring took
place in this Chamber on the 16th August, and
some subsequent newspaper reports appeared on
the following days. The first one was in the Daily
News on the 17th August, when the President of
the WA Branch of the Australian Journalists'
Association (Mr Jim Cannon) expressed concern
at the discrepancies and said that-

... checks with journalists had shown
that the member for Moore, Mr A. V. Crane,
had told at least two members that an
alleged bribe had not been offered by the
former president of the National Country
Party, Mr Jim Fletcher.

The member for Moore had told two journalists
that Mr Fletcher was not the man concerned, but
in this House he told us Mr Fletcher was the man
concerned. That is the discrepancy. Mr Cannon's
statement in the Daily News went on to say-

Mr Crane had failed to mention that it
was at his insistence that Mr Arthur insert a
paragraph in the front page story which
appeared in the final edition of the Daily
News on August 1.

It would not have been so bad had the reporter
inserted the paragraph himself, but he claims it
was at the insistence of the member for Moore
that the final paragraph was added. That
paragraph read-

Mr Crane said the approaches had not
been made by Mr Fletcher.

Yet in his statement in the House on the 9th
August he said the approaches had been made by
Mr Fl *etcher. That is why someone's face is red.

Mr Crane: What about the rest of the
paragraph which went on to say the I7 year old
girl could only tell detectives that she had been
raped near a tennis court? Why don't you quote it
all?
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Mr DAVIES: I do not quite know what
relevance it has but it did appear in the story.
Apparently some lead had been dropped from
another story, which detracted from it and made
it the subject of a very good cartoon which did the
rounds of Parliament House for a few days.
However, this is the matter about which we
complain at the present time. The statement in
the Daily News on the 17 th August continued-

Mr Cannon also said that in the First
edition of the Daily News on August I1, the
story under Mr Arthur's byline did not name
Mr Fletcher, only "a faction supporting
him."

Mr Crane, when asking for the paragraph
to be inserted, was told by Mr Arthur that as
the story did not state that an offer came
directly from Mr Fletcher, a direct denial
was not necessary. Mr Crane still insisted on
the paragraph appearing.

Later that day Mr Crane, in an interview
with a TV journalist, also categorically
denied that it was Mr Fletcher who had
offered an alleged bribe.

Mr Cannon's statement today said: "in
view of Mr Crane's insistence that the
newspaper change its story, and hIS
categorical denial to a TV journalist that it
was not Mr Fletcher, the AJA finds it
difficult to accept Mr Crane's statement to
Parliament that he had been quoted in the
newspapers out of context.

"We deplore the fact that Mr Crane used
parliamentary privilege to name one of our
members.

"It is open to Mr Crane, if he claims he
was seriously misquoted, to go either to the
Australian Press Council or to the AJA's
Judiciary Committee, if he feels the AJA's
Code of Ethics has been breached,"

On the following day a similar report appeared in
The West Australian. I will not go right through
it because it is along much the same lines, but I
will quote the following paragraph-

Mr Cannon said that in his explanation to
Parliament, during which he detailed his
conversation with Mr John Arthur of the
Daily News, Mr Crane had failed to mention
that it was at his insistence that Mr Arthur
inserted a paragraph in the page one story
which appeared in the paper's final edition
on August 1.

That is the important point. Had he not insisted,
and had the newspapers not been so sure he had
insisted, we would not be debating this matter

today. On the one hand there was a categorical
charge that Mr Fletcher offered him the bribe,
and on the other hand there was a categorical
denial that he made these statements to the
newspapers.

Mr Cannon had suggested certain procedures
could be followed under the AJA's code of ethics
Apparently the member for Moore thought that
was all that needed to be done and the whole
matter would die; but when the integrity of
journalists is being questioned in this way it is not
likely to be easily forgotten, and I can imagine the
AJA would want to maintain its integrity. For
this reason it directed the WA Branch Secretary
(Mr Malcolm Hollingsworth) to send to the
member for Moore this letter dated the 5th
September, 1978-

Dear Mr Crane,
Your statutory declaration and our Press

statement relating to the allegations of
bribery within the National Country Party
are diametrically opposed on the question of
whether or not you named Mr Fletcher.

In our press statement we said that you
had recourse to an action under the Code of
Ethics if you felt that Mr John Arthur, who
you named as the reporter, had in fact
breached the Code.

Mr Arthur says that you insisted on the
paragraph saying it was not Mr Fletcher who
offered the bribe. You in the statutory
declaration say that you were surprised
when you saw the paragraph in The Daily
News.

In the circumstances we invite you to
either press a charge against Mr Arthur or
withdraw the allegation publicly.

Should you wish to press the matter
against Mr Arthur a copy of the Code of
Ethics is enclosed. You would need to say
which clause of the Code he had broken and
put the allegation in writing to the Secretary
the Judiciary Committee care of this office.

The matter is adjudicated upon by five
members of the A.J.A. none of whom have
any connection with the Branch Committee
which issued the statement. They are all
journalists of five years standing.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) Malcolm Hollingsworth
W.A. Branch Secretary

Nothing could be fairer than that. In a period of
something like three weeks no action had been
taken apart from the motion which was on the
notice paper in this House. The option existed for
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the member for Moore to take up the offer made
by Mr Cannon in the newspaper article on the
17th August and lay a charge; it was not taken
up. The matter was on the notice paper in this
House. Had a charge been laid or some positive
action been taken to put the matter right, we
could easily have withdrawn the motion from the
notice paper.

So an open invitation was made on the 5th
September, pointing out that the statement was
diametrically opposed to the report. The AJA did
not like what had been said about one of its
members and invited the member for Moore to
press a charge under the code of ethics.

I do not know whether any such action has
been taken. If action has been taken, perhaps the
matter is sob judice, although not in the technical
sense, and I would be prepared to adjourn this
motion until the charge has been heard. I do not
think anything could be fairer than that. What is
the position as we see it now? There seems to be a
prima facie case that the member for Moore
misled the Parliament when making his
allegation, because his statement to Parliament
that Mr Fletcher offered him a bribe directly
contradicted comments he made on three separate
occasions to three journalists.

Some of the questions which arise are: Why did
the member for Moore tell Parliament Mr
Fletcher had offered him a bribe when he
allegedly told three journalists Mr Fletcher did
not offer him a bribe? Why did Mr Crane not rise
during the debate to defend himnself against the
grave allegation that he had misled Parliament
which, if substantiated, would place him under
some moral obligation to resign his seat? I do not
know that we would want to press the point that
far, but the fact remains that to mislead
Parliament is a serious matter.

As the situation stands now it appears the
professional integrity and competence of three
journalists have -been challenged under
parliamentary privilege. Those journalists are in
an invidious position and will remain so until the
matter is cleared up either by Mr Crane having
been shown to have changed his story, or by all
three reporters having been shown to be wrong.

Grave allegations have been made against Mr
Fletcher under parliamentary privilege and his
integrity has been questioned. At present no-one
knows where the truth lies, and Mr Fletcher has
been smeared.

Mr Crane has been accused of misleading the
Parliament and he has made no comment about
the accusations-not a word-even though if they
are found to be correct serious consequences could

follow. I have moved in this House on behalf of
my party. No move had been made by the
Parliament itself to establish where the truth lies
and that is something which is of concern, It is
quite obvious to one and all that there are stories
which are diametrically opposed and yet no
attempt has been made by Parliament to ascertain
just where the truth lies.

Mr Crane brought the matter into Parliament
and used parliamentary privilege to say certain
things. His statements have been challenged. We
believe the Matter is serious. I believe the member
for Moore would welcome the opportunity to say
exactly what the position is. The Opposition
would like to know, if he still maintains his story
is correct, whether he will take up the offer made
to him by the AJA and lay a charge under its
code of ethics. If we can have an answer to these
points-and they are very simple indeed-we will
know the situation.

It merely requires the member for Moore to get
up and make a statement to make the situation
perfectly clear. If he makes a statement and tells
the House just what the position is, I do not see
there would be any need for the motion to be
taken any further. I remind you, Mr Speaker, that
the motion simply states that the member for
Moore should make a statement explaining the
discrepancies between his personal explanation
and the comments he allegedly made to three
journalists. There is a responsibility on the
member Car Moore either to clear the names of
the journalists involved or to lay charges against
them and to inform the House just what the
position is. He should assure the House that it has
not been misled-if indeed it has not been.

MR PEARCE (Cosnells) 15.18 p.m.1: I have
pleasure in seconding the motion. It seems to me
that the statements made by the member for
Moore had their beginning in what was a much
larger and sorrier matter; that is, the unbelievable
sniping that has occurred in respect of the
;nternal affairs of the National Country Party. I
agree with the Leader of the Opposition that the
motion we are debating today has nothing to do
with that. I agree also With him that quite clearly
the original statement of the member for Moore
came out of that and brought to the official
cognisance of the Parliament some rumours that
we had heard around the place about who was
doing what to influence whom in the National
Country Party struggles. I feel the Parliament
was *wrong in not appointing a Select Committee
to inquire into that rumour and the other rumours
which were equally scandalous and equally
deserving of inquiry.

I refer to rumours such as that the member for
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Moore had been promised he would have no
Liberal opponent if he voted in a certain way and
that the Hon. Mick Gayfer had been promised a
knighthood if he voted in a certain way. Those
rumours were around the place, and I think it is
scandalous if there is any truth in them.
Therefore, they are certainly deserving of
investigation.

The member for Moore, by coming to
Parliament and making his personal statement
brought the whale business to the attention of the
House. When I spoke in the debate on the motion
for the appointment of a Select Committee, what
I did was not to canvass the whole business but, in
fact, to look at the significance of some of the
statements Made by the member for Moore
because I had some quite specific information
which suggested that his statement was not
accurate.

When I made those allegations, based on strong
information I had which suggested that the
member for Moore had misled the House, I said
that I hoped the member for Moore would follow
me and comment upon the points I made. It was
up to him to get up to rebut the points I had made
because [ had not claimed to the House that what
I put before it was absolutely accurate.

I told the House that I had been told those
things by a number of people and that the weight
of proof seemed to be in favour of the three
journalists concerned rather than in favour of the
member for Moore. Much to my surprise, the
member for Moore did not feel it incumbent upon
himself even to participate in the debate, despite
the fact that matters had been raised which if
accurate should lead to his resignation. He said
nothing; he simply sat there and smiled stupidly
and pretended in fact that those things had not
been said.

I thought that was even more serious in a way
than the fact that he made his statement in the
first place, whether accurate or not; because if a
member has made a personal statement on his
honour before this House, and other members
have suggested that certain aspects of his
statement may not be accurate, certainly we
would expect that member to rise in his own
defence. If he did not rise in his own defence, one
would think it would give greater currency to the
suggestion that his statement was not accurate.

I was pleased the next day when I noticed a
Press statement from the Australian Journalists'
Association which essentially supported in public
what I had said in this House the night before.
That Press release came not from my speech in
this place but was issued apparently because the

AJA was conducting itis own investigation into the
matter at the time it was raised in the Parliament;
and some time after I reached my conclusion the
AJA reached the same conclusion and invited the
member for Moore to issue a public rebuttal of
the points raised by the association and those
raised in this House by myself.

The member for Moore took no action, to the
point where the AJA felt it incumbent on itself to
send him the letter which the Leader of the
Opposition has read out this afternoon. The A
did the Opposition the courtesy of sending us a
copy of the letter it wrote to the member for
Moore; and as far as I am aware the member for
Moore has maintained a grave silence on the
matter, again saying, "I have made my statement
and I will not comment further upon it.'
However, he cannot just do that. A member
cannot come into this place and slander
professional journalists and then say no more
about it when the journalists can produce
evidence to suggest that the original slander was
just that-slander-and was inaccurate and
misleading and was doing a great deal of damage
to their reputations. I think the silence of the
member for Moore is even more damning than his
original statement and the evidence that has been
adduced against him.

To narrow the focus of the whole debate I
thought it would be best for me to put six specific
questions to the member for Moore. I feel these
questions focus the essential items of dispute
between the member for Moore and the
Australian Journalists' Association. Therefore I
propose to ask the member these six questions so
that he again has the opportunity to rise in the
House and answer specific points. Five of the six
questions in my opinion sum up the matter which
was dealt with previously, and one sums up a
matter which has come to my notice subsequently;
that is, the exact status of the personal statement
which the member for Moore said was in the form
of a statutory declaration. I have some
information which suggests to me that it was not
in the correct form of a statutory declaration.

I have sent across the Chamber to the member
for Moore a copy of the questions I intend to ask
him so that he may have the specific wording
before him in order to refesh his memory if he
chooses to rise to answer them. The questions are
as follows-

(1) Was his personal statement to the House
on the 9th August, 1978, which he said
was in the form of a statutory
declaration, properly sworn before a
justice of the peace or equivalent?
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(2) Did he ask Daily News journalist, John
Arthur, to change his front page story of
the 1st August, 1978, to include a
paragraph specifically stating that it was
not Jim Fletcher who had offered him
the alleged bribe?

(3) Did he tell The West Australian
journalist, Ted Barker, in an interview
on the I1st August, 1978, that it was not
Jim Fletcher who had offered him the
alleged bribe?

(4) Did he tell Channel 9 TV journalist, Bob
Willoughby, on a filmed interview on
the 1st August, 1978, that it was not Jim
Fletcher who had offered him the
alleged bribe?

(5) When he was quoted in the Daily News,
The West Australian and various radio
and TV news reports on the 1st August,
1978, and subsequently that it was not
Jim Fletcher who had offered him the
alleged bribe, why did he not move to
contradict these attributions?

(6) What action has he taken with regard to
the request from the Australian
Journalists' Association that he either
lay a complaint with the AlA ethics
committee or offer an apology to the
journalist concerned?

Those questions seem to me to sum up the gravity
of the situation. If the member for Moore is able
to answer them specifically and honestly in the
House perhaps the matter can be disposed of once
and for all. If his answer is not in fact in line with
the suggestions that have been made in this House
and those which have been made by the
Australian Journalists' Association, then I feel at
the very least the member for Moore owes a
significant and humble apology to the journalists
in question, and he must also consider the
propriety to be observed in respect of his position
regarding his seat in Parliament.

If it is the case that the member for Moore is
able to answer the questions in a way which
contradicts the assertions of the journalists
concerned, I am sure the House will be very
interested to hear his answers.

I do not intend to go on at great length. I
reiterate that I am very expectant indeed that on
this occasion the member for Moore will rise in
his place and offer to the House some answers to
the questions he raised initially when he made his
statement on the 9th August.

SIR CHARLES COURT (Ncdlands-Premier)
[5.27 p.m.]: I am quite certain that after all my
years in this place the Leader of the Opposition

does not really expect me to take this motion
seriously.

Mr Davies: You are insulting the reporters,
also.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I am saying that
from my experience in this place, and knowing
what goes on and how and why motions are
presented in this place, I am sure the Leader of
the Opposition in his heart does not expect me to
take this motion seriously.

Mr Jamieson: Now you have repeated yourself.
Would you care to say it again?

Sir CHARLES COURT: This motion really
calls upon the Parliament to pass judgment on a
matter that is not the concern of the Parliament.
The honourable member, using his rights which
are enshrined in the Statutes, the conventions,
and the Standing Orders of this House, made a
statement. Three journalists have taken exception
to his statement, and in my opinion the matter is
between the journalists concerned and the
member for Moore.

Mr Jamieson: He used parliamentary privilege
to make his statement. That is where you fall
down. You should be the last one to judge.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The Leader of the
Opposition and the member for Welshpool are
trying to stretch a long bow in what they are
saying. The cold, hard fact is that a member of
this House made a statement, as was his right.

Mr Jamieson: No member will get the right to
make another statement while I am here if you
are going to indulge in that nonsense.

Sir CHARLES COURT: Now somebody
outside this Parliament has taken exception to his
statement, and the Leader of the Opposition
wants to submit a member of the Parliament to a
cross-examination. I want to say without
hesitation that no matter what the member for
Moore may say by way of response to this motion,
it would simply result in a series of questions and
answers ad infinitum, achieving precisely nothing.
In effect, what the Leader of the Opposition is
saying is that he will not believe what the member
for Moore said, but he will believe what the
journalists said.

Mr Davies: That is not quite right.
Sir CHARLES COURT: This, of course, is

where his argument falls down. We all know that
differences of opinion occur between journalists
and those in public life, quite often over what was
said and how it was expressed. This is a never-
ending problem for people in public life because
some journalists express things in a way which
they believe reasonably reflects what they were
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told, and the people who made the statements
object violently because they believe emphasis is
placed in the wrong spot, or their statements are
reported out of context, or something of that
nature.

Heaven forbid that we should waste the time of
this House trying to sort this type of matter out.
If the honourable member did make a response to
the motion, all that would happen would be that
his words would be taken away and we would
have another motion asking him to explain
something further. I believe that we should not be
wasting the time of the House on this particular
motion.

I suppose in the course of his parliamentary life
the Leader of the Opposition would have hoped
that this motion would cause some
embarrassment to the honourable member;, that it
may cause some embarrassment to his leader; or
it may cause some embarrassment to the Premier.
As far as I am concerned, the matter rests
entirely between the member himself and the
journalists concerned. It is not a matter for me to
pass judgment on, any more than it is a matter for
the Leader of the Opposition. We will never know
exactly what transpired in interviews of this kind,
any more than we will know what transpires in
the host of other interviews that are taking place
day after day.

I have no reason to doubt the sincerity or the
integrity of the member for Moore. We know him
as a man who is very sensitive on moral issues. I
accept without question that before he made this
statement to the House he would have given a lot
of thought to it. I know he tortures himself when
he feels that there is a matter of conscience, or a
matter of principle, or a matter of morals
involved. I accept that he would have given this
matter a lot of thought before he made the
statement he did.

Mr Jamieson: Do not talk about that, after the
14th September, 1972. Do not ever talk about
that.

Sir CHARLES COURT: If the House agreed
to this motion, it would create a dangerous
precedent. It would mean that if a member
wanted to make a statement in this place, using
his rights and privileges which are there for a very
good reason, he would have to pass a cross-
examination of the Parliament.

Mr Pearce: They might make sure they made
honest statements.

Sir CHARLES COURT: Of course, the
honourable member is setting himself up in
judgment. The honourable member has done his

duty by his friends in making his little speech and
asking the six questions.

Mr Pearce: When can we have six answers?
Sir CHARLES COURT: The honourabfe

member has done the job for his friends. He
should let it rest at that.

Mr Davies: You are not doing a very good job
for your friends.

Mr Pearce: We are more concerned with
principles than friends.

Mr Clarko: Both of them would be a rare
position for you to be in.

Sir CHARLES COURT: When the honourable
member made his statement, he made it very
clear that he had no desire to make any further
comment. He felt that he had a responsibility to
make the Statement that he did, and he made it. I
know the statement would have been made under
tremendous stress and strain so far as he was
concerned. I believe that the matter should rest
there so far as the Parliament is concerned.

If the honourable member feels that he has
some responsibility to go further in response to
the Australian Journalists' Association and the
members concerned, that is his business. In my
long experience in trying to resolve these
differences of opinion over what was said and
what was reported, no-one ever wins. They are
never properly sorted out. One person could say
this was said precisely, and another would say
that something else was said. In the meantime, all
it does is to rake over the coals of the issue, which
I know some members of the Opposition would
like to rake over.

Mr Davies. I think some of those within the
party are doing a good job, too. We are not saying
very much at all.

Mr Jamieson: The only thing in his favour is
that he did not issue a writ.

Sir CHARLES COURT: Having placed the
motion on the notice paper, the Leader of the
Opposition did not seem in any hurry to move it.
Now he has moved it, and we are responding to it.

Mr Davies: We thought he might have taken up
the offer of "the AiXA and we could have
withdrawn the motion. I did not tell you about
that. I am sorry I did not confide in you.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The honourable
member is very pro AJA and the journalists-

Mr Davies: There is a standard of responsibility
and morality-

Sir CHARLES COURT: When the honourable
member is put on the "grill" by the motion, we
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will be very interested to ind out what attitude he
adopts then.

Mr Davies: I have had plenty of arguments
with the journalists, and I will continue to do so;
but I do not malign them under parliamentary
privilege.

Sir CHARLES COURT: That is the situation.
The Leader of the Opposition has had arguments
with them and I have had arguments with them-

Mr Davies: But he has maligned them under
parliamentary privilege. You have not gone as far
as that.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I do not believe this
is a matter for the Parliament. I do not believe
that it is a precedent we should create. For these
reasons I oppose the motion.

MR STEPHENS (Stirling) (5.36 p.mn.]: I
suppose the Independent Country Party can say a
few words on this subject-

The SPEAKER: The Independents.
Mr STEPHENS: I was rather surprised to hear

the Premier say that this matter is not the
concern of the Parliament. I was surprised
because I felt that when any member makes a
statement under privilege the Parliament should
be assured that the statement is absolutely
accurate.

We have had a situation outlined where two
journalists and the AlA have taken exception to
some of the comments made by the member for
Moore when speaking under parliamentary
privilege. I think it behoves each and every
member of Parliament to see that accuracy is
maintained at all times, particularly when a man
is speaking under privilege in this House and
attacking somebody who is outside the House.

It is true that Mr Fletcher has denied the
allegations, and it is true that the journalists have
stated that they were not misreporting the
member for Moore. The aspect that comes to my
mind is that the member for Moore had seven
days in which to make some approach to the
journalists to correct these so-called
misreportings. I think it is significant that in those
seven days no approach was made.

The Premier has said that it is a question of
believing a journalist or believing the member for
Moore. It is passing strange that we have two or
three journalists saying the same type of thing, so
it is not just one journalist against one member of
this House.

It is my understanding of the law that if a party
can be shown to be wrong in one instance, it must
cast doubt upon the veracity of the rest of his
statement. This brings me to the real point of my

speech. During the course of the statement of the
member for Moore which is contained in Hansard
No. I I at page 2102, he said in reference to
Mr Fletcher-

I told him that I was disgusted at State
Conference to note that immediately after
Mr Fletcher's re-appointment as General
President, Mr Stephens spent much of
Sunday afternoon in close consultation with
David Oxer.

It is a matter of wonder as to why that was
brought into the statement at all. It had no
relevance to the allegations that the member for
Moore was making in his statement. Worse than
that, it is completely untrue. That is why I say
that if one part of a statement is wrong, it must
cast doubt upon the rest of the statement. This
certainly leads me to believe that the journalists
were speaking the truth.

I say that the statement is completely wrong
because on that Sunday afternoon I would have
had contact with David Oxer for no more than
five minutes. I was aware that the member for
Moore went past me during that time and nodded
recognition. Members may say I am using my
imagination; but it was no more than five
minutes. One of the journalists in this House
made the unsolicited comment to me an4 to a
member in the upper House who was with me at
the time that there was another inaccuracy in this
document. The journalist said he was trying to
approach David Oxer all Sunday afternoon, and
he could name the members and the people with
whom David Oxer was speaking. He indicated
that at no time was Oxer speaking with Matt
Stephens. I had to correct him. The contact was
so limited, I can understand why he did not see us
in conversation b ause it was for no more than
ive minutes. I

I categorical. .;tate that that part of the
statement is untrue, and it must cast doubt upon
the rest of the statement. I believe that it would
be quite right, in order to protect the dignity and
the integrity of this House so there is no reflection
cast upon any of the members, that the member
for Moore should be called upon to make an
explanation of the discrepancies that are
contained in that statement and that have been
complained of by the journalists. I support the
motion.

MR DAVIES (Victoria Park-Leader of the
Opposition) [5.40 p.m.]: I hesitated to rise
because I thought the Leader of the National
Country Party would rise to the defense of one of
his members. Once again, it has been left to the
Premier to do so. I suppose the order has gone
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out, "Do not speak on this. Let us get it over as
quickly as we can." That is what we wanted to
do--get it over as quickly as we could.

Mr Old: You are a comic. There is no doubt
about that.

Mr DAVIES: I thank the Minister for the
compliment.

Mr Pearce: You are a clown.
Mr DAVIES: I could use a few adjectives to

describe the Minister, but they would be
unparliamentary.

I was sorry the Leader of the National Country
Party did not defend his member. If that
happened on our side, I would be out of a job-if
I did not defend one of my members. I think the
leader of a party has a responsibility to get up and
try to cover up for his members, and not let
somebody else do it.

In a situation like this, I would expect the
member himself to make a statement, because
that is all we want. We want the simple answers,
"Yes" or "No" to four questions and a dozen
words to answer the other two questions. Then the
whole matter would go by default. That did not
happen.

We have had an eight-minute speech by the
Premier who said that this matter is no business
of the House. He said it was none of our business
at all. The matter was brought into the House
with the permission of the Premier in private
conversation. It has now become the business of
the House. Anything that is brought to
Parliament in accordance with the Standing
Orders, debated here and recorded in Hansard, is
the business of the House.

If misleading statements are made in the
House, the member who allegedly made them
should be given the opportunity to correct them.
If there is no opportunity given, or if no
opportunity is taken to correct them, surely we
have the right to draw the matter specifically to
the attention of that member and give him the
opportunity in case he has overlooked the matter.

All we are debating in this House now is some
business that was brought to the House with the
connivance of the Premier.

Sir Charles Court: It was not connivance at all.
It was the same approach he made to you, to get
the right to make a statement.

Mr DAVIES: The Premier knew in some detail
what was in that statement.

Sir Charles Court: I did not. I knew no more
about the content of it than you did. I was asked
whether I would allow the statement to be made.

Mr DAVIES: We do know the honourable
member was with you for some considerable time.

Sir Charles Court: He was not. He came back
when the bells were ringing. He came and asked
you for permission, too.

Mr DAVIES: A Minister was pacing up and
down outside the Premier's office and he could
not get in because the member for Moore was
with the Premier.

Sir Charles Court: Because he wanted to
preserve the courtesies.

Mr DAVIES: I accept that. We know he was
there for some considerable time. I received a
message secondhand, and I had no objection to
the matter. Had I been afforded the courtesy of
!iaving it discussed in some detail, I would have
cnown the content of it. I certainly would have
vanted to know in some detail what it was all
about. Then there might have been a different
situation.

As the member for Welshpool has already said,
the days of members getting permission to make
statements are gone as far as the Opposition is
concerned . This is because of the difficulties we
have found ourselves in caused by the actions of
the Premier on an earlier occasion and by the
member for Moore on this occasion.

This is the business of the House. We are
entitled to debate it. We are entitled to ask for an
explanation. The member for Moore should be
asked to get up and explain the position. If he
does not get up, why does not his leader get up
and explain the position? Why does it have to fall
to the Premier every time? Is he in control? Is he
the only one ivith a voice on the other side of the
House? Is he the only one who is prepared to
stand up and make some kind of a half-hearted
apology? What an apology it was. I have never
heard such nonsense in all my life,

I can imagine the Premier if he was on this side
of the House talking about the "reality of the
situation".

Mr Bryce: He would be talking about refusing
supply.

Mr DAVIES: I can imagine what would
happen if the Premier got up and talked about the
need ror Parliament not to be misled; the need for
Parliament to deal only with facts and the truth;
and the need for members to tell only the truth to
Parliament at all times. I can imagine what it
would be like. Instead of that, what was the
Premier saying? He said, "This is no business of
Parliament." I have never heard such absolute
nonsense in all my life. A total of six questions
have been posed and 20 words would have laid to
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rest the whole matter. I am not questioning or
doubting the truth as spoken by the member for
Moore. I am asking him to say who is right or
who is wrong and I am giving him the chance to
confirm what he claims is the position. Surely
there is nothing wrong with that.

Sir Charles Court: If he did that, you would
immediately say he was abusing parliamentary
privilege.

Mr DAVIES: How could we possibly say that?
That is another stupid interjection. We are giving
him the opportunity. We cannot say he is abusing
parliamentary privilege when we are providing
him with an avenue. It could all be over in 10
minutes; but, no, he says, "Surely we are not
taking this seriously." Or course we are taking it
seriously and we are taking it more seriously now,
because it seems the Premier is part of a scheme
to mislead Parliament also. If he will not take the
opportunity offered, his intergrity is in question;
that is all I can say. It is a matter of concern
because it involves the misleading of Parliament.

The member for Moore has maligned the
member for Stirling in his statement, as has been
pointed out; but no attempt has been made to
offer an explanation for that maligning. I was not
in fact aware of it. I did not even know the
member for Stirling intended to speak. He got up
to explain his position and to point out what had
happened to him; but we still have not had a
response from members opposite; not even from
the Premier. On this occasion he did not even
attempt to cover up for the member or to explain
the position. No-one attempted to answer the
charges which have been made.

The Premier says, "Let us look at the cold,
hard facts." How many times have we heard the
phrase, "The cold, hard facts"? The Premier then
selects the facts which will suit the purpose.
According to the Premier, the first cold, hard fact
is, *'The member for Moore made a statement".
We know the member for Moore made a
statement and no-one will deny that is No. I cold,
hard fact. However, we say that by making the
statement in this House and by using the privilege
of this House, he has brought to this place
business which needs to be attended to by it. That
is OUr response to the first cold, hard fact.

The Premier said, "Someone outside made an
objection." One man in particular, and two
others, made an objection, and the AJA made an
objection, if it can be described as "someone". I
think the Premier could be expected to show a
little more courtesy than to wipe them off as
"someone outside Parliament".

Someone inside Parliament made an objection
(95)

also. I am sure you, Sir, have noticed that several
members have made an objection. The member
for Balcatta and the member for Gosnells made
objections a week after the statement was made.
The member for Moore was invited then to put
the record straight, as he saw it; but he thinks
that by saying nothing and by burying his head in
the sand the matter will disappear and there is no
need to say anything further. What kind of
members of Parliament are we getting in this
place if they will not stand up and defend
themselves and if they will not give an answer
either "Yes" or "No"? Even if members still
maintained everything they said was right, why
do they not get up and say so? Why do they leave
it to somebody else to say it for them? Have they
taken a pledge that they will never open their
mouths on this matter again, and, therefore,
because they have taken the pledge they will be
looked upon as being people who do not keep their
word if they break that pledge? Surely situations
must be dealt with as they are seen by the
individual concerned.

We have had two cold, hard facts. One was
that a member made a statement and the other
was that someone outside the House objected. As
I have already said, someone inside the House
objected also and the opportunity was provided on
an earlier occasion to reply to the charges which
had been made.

The Premier said, "We will get only question
and answer and that will achieve nothing." If we
get honest answers it will achieve everything. It
does not matter whether the answers are given by
the member for Moore as he sees the position
honestly, or whether they are given by the
journalists outside as they see the position
honestly. We will give an opportunity to all
parties concerned to reiterate their positions and
maintain that that is the position as they see it.

Even if the parties concerned will not budge
from their positions, at least let them reiterate
their positions as they see them. That is what
question and answer will achieve. It will achieve a
great deal. It certainly will not achieve nothing as
the Premier said. That is all we want to know. We
want the member for Moore to give his position
and compare it with what has been said outside.
That is the very pivot point of the debate; that is
all we want to know. We know differences occur
quite frequently. I have had differences with
journalists in the past and no doubt I will have
differences with journalists in the future; but at
least it has not stopped me talking to them when I
have been invited. At least that does not stop me
being friends with them.

We know the situation; but I have not come to
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Parliament and made statements about the
journalists, which I then will not substantiate or
will not take any further. To his credit, the
Premier has not done that either and I am sure he
has had plenty of arguments with journalists. But
we have never come to the Parliament and
maligned them and then been unprepared to do
something about it. In a situation such as this I
can only say the guilt lies with the member for
Moore, because he is not prepared to defend
himself. That is the situation as I see it. This is a
specific instance of a situation which developed as
a result of the comments or the member for
Moore. It is not an airy fairy matter. We are
homing in on a specific point; that is, a statement
which was made by the member for Moore which
is diametrically opposed by three journalists and
yet nothing has been done about it. It is not just a
question and answer situation. It is not a matter
which has been fabricated. We can show members
opposite the printed words in Hansard if they
want to see them.

The Premier went on to say that this was a
waste of time. Is seeking the truth a waste of
time? The Premier has altered his moral
standards if he thinks seeking the truth is a waste
of time. Does be believe an injustice has been
done to three journalists? I am sure he sees the
situation as I see it.

Mr O'Connor: You have prejudged.
Mr DAVIES: No, I have not prejudged. I have

recited the facts.
Mr O'Connor: You have just said, "Does he

believe an injustice has been done to three
journalists?" You have prejudged.

Mr DAVIES: No, I have not. I am asking the
Premier whether he believes an injustice has been
done. We are seeking the answers to these
questions, but the answers have not been
forthcoming. When we get the answers we can
make our own judgments. I am in no position to
judge the situation; but the member for Moore
could make the situation much better for
everyone concerned by making a simple statement
and by saying "Yes" or "No" to four questions
and filling in with a dozen words the answers to
the two questions remaining which were posed by
the member for Gosnells.

The Premier has said it would be a waste of
time and there would be no end to it. I do not
believe we are wasting the time of the House. I
believe we are doing a favour for the member for
Moore by providing him with an opportunity to
stand up and say how he sees the position. The
Premier then said that we hoped to embarrass the
Leader of the National Country Party. I do not

think we need to embarrass him. There is enough
embarrassment occurring without this party
seeking to add to it.

The Premier said also that we might want to
embarrass him. That is playing politics; but we
are not out to embarrass the Premier. He said we
might want to embarrass the member for Moore.
We do not want to embarrass the member for
Moore any more than he has embarrassed
himself. What is the AJA saying about the
member for Moore? What are the people who
have been following this matter saying about the
member for Moore? If, as is the case on the
evidence available to us, the member for Moore
told a journalist that Fletcher was not the man
concerned, and then stood up in the House and
said Fletcher was the man concerned, what is his
standing in the eyes of the people? Do the
journalists believe they are wrong and the
member for Moore is right, or do they believe the
reverse is true? I am sure they have faith in
themselves and they are not embarrassed about
the situation.

The member for Moore should be seriously
embarrassed about the situation; but we do not
seek to embarrass him. He embarrasses himself.
Now the Premier says it is a dangerous precedent
to debate the business in this House. This business
has been brought into the House with the
knowledge of the Premier and using the facilities
and privileges available to all members. The
Premier says that we are setting a dangerous
precedent. Have members heard such nonsense
before? He says we are setting a dangerous
precedent by debating what has been properly
brought before Parliament. Does this mean in
future we are allowed to debate only what the
Premier says we are able to debate? We did not
bring the matter into Parliament.

We certainly gave the member permission to
make a statement; but we did not initiate it, and
yet, according to the Premier, a dangerous
precedent has been established. What nonsense.
The Premier says the member for Moore has no
desire to make any further comment. If that
remark is correct, the Premier obviously has
spoken to the member for Moore.

Sir Charles Court: He has not. I am going on
what the member told us when he presented his
statement.

Mr DAVIES: I will accept that.
Mr H. D. Evans: The member for Stirling does

not agree with it.
Mr DAVIES: In that case one would wonder

how the Premier came quickly to defend a matter
which did not concern his party or his
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Government, but was purely related to one
member of Parliament, and yet he was able to
jump up quickly and make the defence. What a
poor old defence it was. It was very poor when
members compare it with some of the Premier's
earlier comments in debates. He says the member
for Moore has no desire to make any further
comment. Apparently the Premier agrees with the
member and would like the matter to end there.
The Premier said, "it is difficult to resolve." It is
not difficult to resolve. The member for Moore
has only to make his statement and if he is
prepared to stand up in this House and
acknowledge what he said was absolutely correct,
I would take his word for it. I would be quite
prepared to accept that; but in the absence of an
attempt by the member to make a statement, I
can only believe the journalists.

Had I been involved in the situation, I would
have been on my feet in a flash putting right the
situation and defending myself, or defending what
I said; but in this instance there has been stony
silence.

The only contribution was an interjection
during the earlier part of my speech. I forget what
the interjection was, but certainly it was not
related to the content of the motion.

The Premier said we took long enough to bring
this matter to the House. We brought it to the
House on the first occasion after the 16th August,
when it had been debated. We brought it to the
House on the first possible occasion and since
then we have had a week in recess which I am
quite certain you, Mr Speaker, will remember.
Last week I had just received from the AJA a
copy of a letter which that association directed to
Mr Crane, which was dated the 5th September.
We were sitting a week ago today, which was the
6th September, and I thought it was fair enough
to put the matter off for a week because the
member for Moore might decide to take some
action as a result of the invitation extended to him
by the AJA which would mean that we would not
need to debate this matter further in the House.

I apologise for not telling the Premier that the
copy of the letter was in my possession* when I
sought to have this motion adjourned last
week-although we did get fairly late into the
evening and there was no need to bring on any
further business. However, it was my intention
not to debate the matter for the reason I have
stated. If the Premier feels I did not make him
privy to the fact I had this letter in my possession,
I apologise but really it was no business of his. I
also thought that if Mr Crane felt he needed
guidance he might have spoken to the Premier
last week.

That is the reason the motion was not debated
last week. I had the letter from the AJA in my
possession and I thought it was only fair to give
the member for Moore an opportunity to respond.
I do not know whether he has responded to the
letter yet, or whether he intends to respond to it,
or to treal the AJA with contempt. If it was me, I
would certainly want to put the record straight.

So, it is no good the Premier taking us to task
for letting this matter remain on the notice paper
until today. [-repeat: We put the Motion on the
notice paper as soon as possible after the 16th
August. We were in recess for a week, and we did
not debate it last week because of the situation I
have just outlined. This is the first occasion it has
come up. As a matter of fact, one of the members
of my party suggested to me that we might push
the notice of motion further down the notice
paper because he wanted to move on with some of
his business, hut I declined the request because
the member for Moore was worried that the
motion had been on the notice paper far too long.
As far as I was concerned, I wanted to clear it up
today.

The member for Moore has misled Parliament.
1 do not know what he intends to do in regard to
the invitation from the AJA. I am surprised,
indeed, that he did not attempt to defend himself.
I am surprised that his own leader did not attempt
to defend him, and I am surprised that the
Premier thinks this is a matter of little
consequence, and is niot the business of
Parliament when, in my opinion, it is very
properly the business of Parliament.

Every word entered in the Parliamentary
Record is the business of Parliament. I think there
is a Standing Order somewhere to that effect.
Perhaps I am getting matters a little mixed up but
I think once something has been accepted by the
House it properly becomes the business of
Parliament. The member for Moore brought this
matter into the House and he has to accept the
responsibility for it. The member for Moore
should accept the responsibility for what he said
in this House, and he should be prepared to
substantiate everything lhe said. lHe further
maligned the member for Stirling, he maligned
Mr Fletcher, and he maligned three Press
reporters under parliamentary privilege.

We have given the member for Moore the
opportunity to recant or deny what he said. In the
absence of defence on his part we can only assume
that what people outside parliament have said is
correct; that the statement which the member for
Moore made in Parliament is not correct. It is the
business of Parliament; it must be debated. It can
ensily be laid to rest, but it will continue to hang
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over the head of the member for Moore as long as
he is a member of Parliament, and longer, unless
he takes specific action under the invitation from
the AJA. We have tried to give the member for
Moore an opportunity to put the record straight
and either confirm or deny his position. He has
not accepted that opportunity. We are sorry and,
indeed, we are sorrier still at the attitude which
the Premier took in this debate tonight.

Question put and division taken with the
following result-

Mr Barnett
Mr Bertram
Mr Bryce
Mr Cowan

* Mr Davies
Mr H. D. Evans
Mr Hodge
Mr Jamieson
Mr T. H. Jones

Mr Blaikie
Mr Clarko
Sir Charles Court
Mr Coyne
Mrs Craig
Mr Crane
Mr Grayden
Mr Grewar
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzfeld
Mr Laurance
Mr Mensaros
Mr Nanovich

Ayes
Mr B. T. Burke
Mr Carr
Mr T. D3. Evans
Mr Grill
Mr H-arman

Ayes 18
Mr Mclver
Mr Pearce
Mr Skidmore
Mr Stephens
Mr Taylor
MrTonkin
Dr Troy
Mr Wilson
Mr Bateman

Noes 25
Mr O'Conn~or
Mr Old
Mr O'NeiI
Mr Ridge
Mr Rushton
Mr Sibson
Mr Sodemnan
Mr Spriggs
Mr Tubby
Mr Watt
Mr Young
Mr Shalders

Pairs
Noes

Mr MePharliri
Mr P. V. Jones
Dr Dadour
Mr Williams
Mr MacKinnon

Question thus negatived.
Motion defeated.

Sitting suspended from 6.10 to 7.30 pm.

COMPUTERS: IMPACT?

Inquiry by Select Committee: Motion
MR BRYCE (Ascot-Deputy Leader of the

Opposition) (7.30 p.m.]: I move-

That in the opinion of this House a Select
Committee should be appointed without
delay to enquire into and report upon the
impact of computer based technological
change in Western Australia.

What is today being referred to as the electronic
or computer-based revolution is upon us, and
there has been a fairly disturbing lack of action
by most Governments in Australia in this regard.
I hasten to add that at this stage I am not singling

out the Western Australian Government for
criticism because most Governments in Australia
seem to have shown a rather distrubing lack of
action in respect of this question. The action that
is necessary is to prepare Western Australia for
the inevitable social, economic, and industrial
dislocation that will follow in the wake of some
fairly dramatic changes.

At this stage I would like to suggest that what
was described to us in those two decades after the
war as being the nuclear age has in fact become
the age of the computer instead. In my humble
opinion the challenges thrown up by this rather
dramatic change will be as significant to State
Governments-and not just to this State
Government-as any challenge that has been
presented since the second World War. I
emphasise at this stage that our primary concern
is that of manpower redeployment. Western
Australia is on the verge of what could be the
most exciting and challenging period in its 150
years of development.

Mr Laurance: Thanks to the Government.
Mr BRYCE: The computer age has the

potential to greatly increase productivity, to end
job drudgery in so many different fields, and to
increase the community's resources for coping
with so many different problems. However, at the
same time there is the potential for widespread
suffering and social difficulty associated with
fairly massive unemployment of people through
redundancy, the loss of individual human privacy,
and a rise in organised crime. I read something
fairly interesting the other day that one of the
problems with organised crime in a computer-
based society is that once criminals discover a
loophole, it is like gaining access to the Reserve
Bank. The crimes committed through computers
involve exceedingly large sums of money. As well
as this, there is the potential for the dislocation of
our education system.

If we wish to mayimise the benefits and to
minimise the difficulties associated with the
computer age, it is important that Governments
act now rather than in five or six years' time. It is
no good then saying that they wished they had
had the opportunity to do something or that they
had had notice of what could happen.

There is a whole range of measures the
Governments can take now. In terms of the
responses we on this side of the House have
received in recent days, it appears that the
Government in this State has fallen asleep at the
wheel in respect of this issue, or it has simply
failed to grasp the real significiance of the
changes which are about to occur.
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The electronic revolution has come of age in
Australia, and at this very moment a rather
disturbing large number of employees are being
displaced, not only on factory floors, but also in
office blocks, by the so-called electronic chip or
the micro-processor.

It has been estimated that currently there are
approximately 4 000 computer sites established in
Australia at a cost of about $600 million. It is
estimated also that by the 1980s there will be
25 000 computer sites established throughout this
nation at a cost of about $5 000 million. The point
I would like to make to this Legislative Assembly
tonight is this: If an additional 21 000 computer
sites are to be established throughout the nation
over the next five to seven years on a laissez-faire
basis, dictated solely by the profit motive, we can
expect the unemployment rate in Western
Australia-presently approaching 7 per cent-to
rise to approximately 25 per cent by the early
1980s. I hasten to add that these are not my
figures.

Mr O'Connor: Would you repeat those figures
please?

Mr BRYCE: Certainly. If an additional 21 000
computers-and this is the estimate-are
installed throughout Australia by the mid 1980s,
the level of unemployment in Western Australia
could increase from the present figure of
approximately 7 per cent to a very disturbing 25
per cent. I am suggesting to the House that the
position in Western Australia will be fairly
similar to that in thle other States of Australia.
The figures were first produced by a Minister in
the Victorian Hamer Government; I think it was
the Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation in
that State who was expressing his particular
concern in regard to unemployed young people.
Publicity was given to his comments about two
months ago.

Since that time these figures have been referred
to in The Australian and The Australian
Financial Review in articles about the computer
revolution. If such a large number of computers
were introduced into our society, on a laissez-faire
basis, without any form of planning or
organisation, particularly from Government, by
the mid to late 1980s we could expect that 50 per
cent of all clerical positions could disappear, and
55 per cent of the jobs held currently in the
manufacturing sector could disappear. This will
particularly concern people holding down
positions as process workers because such jobs
will become obsolete in that period.

Regrettably most people in Australia have not
yet woken up to the gravity of the situation, and

this has been brought about for a number of fairly
interesting reasons that I propose to touch on in a
short while. In recent years computers have
become particularly important. I understand that
as long ago as 1967, a computer was installed at
the State Treasury Department. Various other
forms of computers have been introduced slowly
into industry and Government departments since
then. However, it is only iui the last few years that
computers have become a subject of such serious
interest in so many different circles. There are
three basic reasons for this. Computers are no
longer large; they are no longer immobile; and,
more importantly, they are no longer expensive.

After decades of research involving a
programme costing a sum of money that rivalled
the amount spent by the Americans on the space
programme, there has been a tremendous advance
in computer technology. The actual component
parts of .computers have been reduced to
microscopic proportions. This means that it was
possible to reduce dramatically the size of
computers. However, the key as far as the
application of computers to society is concerned,
is the fact that the cost has been reduced so
dramatically. Computers are now within the
purchasing power and the scope of many people,
organisations, and institutions that previously
could never dream of acquiring them. I would like
to refer to some fairly interesting examples to
demonstrate this point.

From my reading I
build a computer to
human brain would
valves,' vacuum tubes
cover an area the size

understand that in 1950 to
rival the functions of the
have required circuitry,
(hardware) which would

of greater Sydney. Such a
compu4er was never built for obvious reasons-it
was not feasible and it was not financially
practicable. Today such a computer could be
placed inside a box measuring a nine centimetre
cube. A computer that was worth $1 million in
1950 can be acquired now by individuals or by
business firms for a few hundred dollars. A simple
Computer task which would have cost $15 in 1950
now costs only 2c.

This has come about principally as a result of
the tremendous-if the Premier does not mind my
borrowing his favourite adjective-advances in
technology associated with the things that make a
computer tick. I do not profess to be an expert on
the nuts and bolts of computers, but I am one
member of Parliament who has undertaken a fair
amount of reading about the actual application
and spread of computer technology.

I am led to believe that a significant advance
was the development, in the early 1960s, of
transistors to take the place of vacuum tubes.
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Another advance in fairly recent times was the
development of solid slate integration-the actual
circuitry itself became far more superior through
transistors. So these developments from vacuum
tubes to transistors, to the tiny electronic chips
where the circuitry is integrated in this solid state,
have meant that the size, speed, and reliability of
computers have been increased tremendously and
the cost has been reduced fantastically.

As 1 have said, this means that computers are
available now to even small business firms, As an
example, a small accountancy Firm which employs
one or two accountants with a support staff of
four or Five can now decide to install a word
processor or some other form of micro-processor
that can substitute this machine of neuter
gender-as it is called by some of the science
writers-for employees. I understand there are as
many applications for the electronic chip or the
mico-processor as there are applications for
electricity.

It is estimated there are about 25 000 possible
uses for these micro- processors in various forms to
develop automatic gadgetry most of which will be
aimed at reducing the number of employees. One
of the most dramatic transformations that will
occur in the next few years will be in respect of
the family television set, the object which most of
us are fairly familiar with in the corner of our
living rooms. Instead of remaining simply a
picture tube, through teletext process, the
television set will become an information screen
or a visual display unit.

It is only a very short step from a teletext
process to the point where, for the cost of a few
hundred dollars, we will be able to buy our own
home computer, connect it to our television sets,
and then subsequently connect it to a data bank to
gain access to information. This will be the basis
of an information revolution.

This will really revolutionise communications;
it will have a tremendous effect on the media
industry and on a whole range of other industries.
Most of the latest-model colour television sets
which are on the market in Western Australia
today have this facility, where decoding units can
be purchased to be attached to these units to
enable them to pick up the teletext transmission
from Channel 7. Of course, this is only in a very
elementary stage; the channel has not gone into a
great deal of sophistication as yet.

Computers operate at a tremendous speed,
consume very little energy, are remarkably
reliable and very versatile. Contrary to the
opinion of some very naive laymen, computers
rarely make mistakes. The mistakes which are

made by Computers are most often mistakes
related to the softwear, or the people who do the
programming.

One of the most amazing aspects of computers
is the fact that when one computer is substituted
for another, later model, there is no learning
phase. The brand new mode] instantly inherits the
sophistication of the previous model, and so, the
latest c 'omputer to come onto the market is
instantly superior to its predecessor.

This particular set of developments associated
with the spread of computers is going to produce
the third modern economic revolution in our
society. This country probably is a decade behind
the United States and perhaps Japan;
nevertheless, we are right at that point now.

The agricultural revolution of the 18th century
dramatically changed methods of farming and
producing agricultural products;, it had fairly
dramatic effects on social and economic
organisation in Europe at the time.

However, that revolution was swamped a
century later by the industrial revolution, which
caused widespread economic and social upheaval,
because in the place of cottage industries,
factories were built and millions of workers were
needed to fill those factories, so people had to
transfer from one part of the country to another.
The social upheaval was very considerable.

The people who lived in the middle of the
agricultural revolution of the I18th Century, or the
industrial revolution of the 19th century did not
know they were living in the middle of a
revolution. They did not walk about in the middle
of the 19th century and swap notes on any
particular day about the stage the industrial
revolution had reached. The terms "agricultural
revolution" and "industrial revolution" are labels
or tags which have been applied since that time
by historians to describe those periods of dramatic
change in agriculture and industry.

In recent decades, economic historians have
been teaching us all the lessons of the industrial
revolution. We have an advantage over our
predecessors who lived in the 19th century. They
d id not k now they were i n t ha t sort ofr a revol ution
in terms of the dramatic change in society. We
have this benefit over them: We do know. We
have been given the opportunity by being able to
study what happened to that generation of
mankind, and I sincerely hope the members of
this Parliament and other Parliaments in
Australia benefit from the experience of the last
two Centuries, so that we are in a position to
realise that an electronic revolution probably will
take place in this country, not over 150 years but
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over the next 30 or 40 years. We will see a fairly
dramatic-and in some cases,
traumatic-transformation of our society in only
a relatively short time, whereas the industrial
revolution of the 19th century took at least 100
years.

I suggest to members of this House in all
seriousness, based on a fairly interesting study of
computerisation in Japan that we can expect this
computer revolution to go through four basic
phases. I would like to register the name of the
source from which I take this information. I am
referring to the publication International
Viewpoint at page 6 of which is an article

entitled, "Problems of Japan's computerisation".
Members should bear in mind that the

computer itself was developed in the United
States just after the end of World War Two, in
1946. They should also bear in mind that,
unfortunately, none of us has done the work in
Australia, and we are Car behind Japan and the
United States, and that these phases relate
principally to Japan.

The first phase occurred between 1945 and
1910. The first phase has a large scientific base,
used principally for the purpose of defence and of
advancing the space development programme,
and is very much concerned with national
prestige. The basic sciences involved in the actual
computer industry are the pure sciences, or the
natural sciences.

The second phase 'will be from 1955 to 1980.
Members will note that these phases overlap. I
would suggest that the second phase is the one
Australia is about to enter. It is described as the
management phase, where all computer
programmes are concerned primarily with gross
national product, enterprise applications and
economic growth. The principal science involved
is the management science and the pursuit of
efficiency in industry becomes the god.

The third phase is 1970 to 1990; this is referred
to as a society-based phase, where computers tend
to be applied to the gross national welfare, where
people-oriented programmes and welfare
programmes begin to enter the picture. The
principal sciences involved in these activities are
the social sciences.

The fourth phase is one I believe most of us
would find fairly interesting; it will be from 1980
to the year 2000, and it is called the "private
person" phase, during which time we will see the
application of computers to the self-realisation of
the individual and the application of intellectual
creation. The chief science involved will be the
behavioural science. That is the period we

anticipate will produce the greatest benefit to
human beings as individuals.

These phases overlap; nobody switches them on
or off very suddenly. Australia probably is
somewhat behind the Japanese-possibly by at
least a decade-in this field. As I said, Australia
is embarking upon the most dislocating of those
four phases where computers are applied to
industry and the economy generally, which means
the loss of people's livelihood, whether they be
blue collar workers or white collar workers.

One of the disturbing features of all this is that
from my inquiries, I have learnt that practically
no Government in Australia has done very much
about this question. During the recent Telecom
dispute, the Federal Government announced that
it had established an interdepartmental
committee. I should like to draw the attention of
the House to a very interesting and relevant
comment made by one of Australia's most senior,
experienced and highly respected political
journalists, Laurie Oakes. In his newsletter of the
6th September, commenting on the establishment
of this Federal interdepartmental committee, he
said-

Some Ministers and a number of senior
advisers believe the inter-departmental
committee set up by Cabinet to study the
problem can do little more than collate and
process already available information.

I think that is where we should be concentrating
our attention and concern. The article
continued-

They say such a committee cannot be very
effective in advising the Government on
strategy to deal with the issue.

Here in Western Australia, the State Government
has indicated in this place and publicly, in the
media, that it has established an
interdepartmental manpower planning committee
which is designed to steer Western Australia into
the computer age. When I suggested publicly that
the Western Australian Parliament-the Western
Australian Government-should support a call by
the President of the ACTU for a national
conference on computerisation and the effect it is
going to have on society in an endeavour to
maximise advantages and minimise problems, the
Premier accused me of hopping on the
bandwagon, suggesting that the Labor Party was
a long way behind what the Government was
doing.

Not even on this issue was the Premier
prepared to be humble; he could not be
straightforward and honest and say, "This
Government, as well as most other Governments
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in Australia, does not have the answers or the
information and it does not really know where it
is going at this time." The Premier said that this
interdepartmental manpower planning committee
had been established in Western Australia "to
protect employment and to ensure that labour
requirements were met and that it took account of
technological advances and their consequences"
That comment by the Premier appeared in The
West Australian of Monday, the 4th September.

The point I am attempting to make to the
Premier is that the implications of a computer
revolution far outstrip problems relating simply to
employment. They reach the education system;
they reach the actual system of law in this State.
The whole scope of civil rights is involved. There
is an enormous set of ramifications surrounding
this whole issue, yet when I suggested publicly
that this House should lend its support to a
national conference to begin work on this great
and massive problem, the Premier suggested that
this totally inadequate-in fact, it is pathetically
inadequate-interdepartmental manpower
planning committee established in Western
Australia would handle the problems and the
challenges of a State moving into the computer
age.

Sir Charles Court: You are posing as though
you are the only one who knows anything about
computers, or has ever done anything about the
matter. What you are saying has been printed in
The Australian in about a six-day series. You are
not getting to the nub of the issue at all.

Mr BRYCE: The Premier has more temerity
than anybody I have ever met. This is the man
who had the temerity to say publicly that the
Labor Party was a long way behind and did not
really know what it was all about. So, I asked the
Premier 18 simple questions in this House about a
week ago. If this Government had its Ainger on
the pulse and knew what it was about in respect
of this problem the Premier would have been in a
position to answer those questions.

Sir Charles Court: They were crazy questions.
They had nothing to do with the main problem
with which we must come to grips. You are
distorting the role of computers and technology.
anyhow. I am sure that the Minister will tell you
a bit about it when he replies.

Mr BRYCE: It is understandable that
somebody of the Premier's age cannot see into the
1980s; I am sure, however, our Premier can see
into the 1880s. He sits back now in precisely the
same way as he did when I asked him those I18
questions, and he said he did not have the
answers. Our Premier could not provide us with

simple and basic answers relating to where
Western Australia was going.

There are some subjects and some questions
bigger than the annual Budget. History will reveal
that this particular question is bigger than any
Budget that the Premier finds himself occupied
with.

Sir Charles Court: It is a totally different
matter. -We have men in our departments who
would leave you for dead.

Mr BRYCE: If the Premier has these men who
could leave me for dead, in the interests of
Western Australia I would not mind if they could.
When I asked 18 simple, straightforward
questions just a week ago today I am certain those
very bright boys in the Premier's departments
that are so with it would have produced the
answers and, as the Premier so often tries to do,
put the Opposition back in its place.

The tragedy is that he is not prepared to
acknowledge there is one very important area of
government that he does not know anything about
and in respect of which his Government has fallen
asleep at the wheel. One of the problems that is
going to catch not only the Government but also
people of the Premier's ilk especially by surprise is
the tremendous speed with which these changes
are going to occur.

Mr Sodeman: Watch that word.
Sir Charles Court: You will have the member

for Maylands on your back.
Mr BRYCE: One of the reasons this

Government, as well as other Governments in
Australia, have done very little is that most people
do not understand computers. Most people
throughout our community tend to attach a sense
of mystery to computers. Most Governments have
done the classical troika; they see nothing, hear
nothing, and do nothing. They hope the matter
will go away.

Mr Blaikie: If you follow your theories through
and computers do come in, you will lose your job.

Mr BRYCE: I would be very happy if that
occurred. Not only is it Governments that have
this approach to the application of computers but,
regrettably, it is also business leaders.

I am reminded of the analogy made by the
humorous Mr Fred Daly who drew attention to
the fairly unfortunate Senator Field who was
catapulted into the national Parliament as a result
of some chicanery in Queensland. Fred Daly
suggested that Senator Field reminded him of an
artificially inseminated cow that knew something
weird and wonderful had happened to her but did
riot know when, where, how, or why.
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This is true of a number of business leaders and
bureaucrats so far as the application of computers
is concerned. They know if they install a
computer something weird and wonderful will
happen to their productivity and, perhaps,
profitability but they do not know how or why.

I suggest it can be a very serious problem to our
community if Government and business leaders
opt out of the responsibility of making decisions
about whether computers will be installed, how
fast they will be installed, what sort of computer
will be installed, and what they will be required to
do.

Only recently I beard Professor Rose of the
Queensland University, head of the School of
Computer Studies, saying on a talk back radio
programme, "The dislocation of our society
through computers is becoming significant and
will continue to be so at an increasing rate." He
also said "The struggle' with the installation of
computers has implications, socially and
politically, far beyond the context of a single
organisation or institution."

He suggested that the time was well and truly
overdue for Governments to realise that if our
society is going to enter the computer age
effectively and with a minimum amount of social
and economic upheaval then it is not good enough
to leave it to the decisions of individual
Government departments and individual business
enterprises which will in all likelihood produce
individual industrial disputes.

I have read with some interest the fact that
Australia possibly hias some breathing space
unlike Japan and the United States of America
which are perhaps five to 10 years ahead of us. If
we do have a breathing space it is probably so
only because of our own inefficiency, inactivity,
and slothfulness in our introduction of computers.

I think it is very important for us to appreciate
that old-fashioned solutions to new problems will
probably cause more difficulties than they solve.
Over the last few years in this Chamber we have
had very protracted debates about the state of the
national economy. We have all taken our turn in
suggesting what economic measures the national
Government should adopt to get the economy
moving again.

We have talked about consumer-led recoveries
and investment-led recoveries; we have argued
about varying levels of Government expenditure,
stimulating demand and so on, but all of these
proposed solutions are solutions to an economy
like ours which has classic problems.

What so many people in this country are
underestimating is the fact that our economy at

this time is not experiencing normal difficulties.
Underlying all these classic problems is a fairly
significant degree of economic dislocation caused
by the spread of micro-technology.

I have already indicated how particularly
disappointed and concerned I was to see the
Premier treat the questions put to him as the
Leader of the Government about the introduction
of m icro- technology with, the contempt he did.
That being the case the Premier treated this
House with contempt and we are not
unaccustomed to seeing the Premier and his
Ministers treating question time with contempt.

The record will prove, however, that the
Premier did himself a great disservice. He
certainly did this Parliament a great disservice
when he decided he would not answer the
questions or, on the other hand, when he failed to
admit that he could not answer the very simple set
of fundamental questions about the introduction
of computer technology.

A short while ago the Premier said the
Government is on top of this problem in that it
had an interdepartmental manpower planning
committee. I have since discovered this committee
is composed of representatives from only two
departments. It has six members on it, five of
whom are junior public servants. These are
presumably the gurus the Premier was referring
to as the great brains in the Government
departments.

Mr Tonkin: The Government has no manpower
qualifications at all.

Mr BRYCE: The message here was that the
Premier was not prepared to take the senior
officers off the preparation of the Budget to delve
into the task of Finding the answers.

Mr Laurance: Do not deny they are very highly
qualified officers.

Mr DRYCE: They are junior public servants
from the Department of Industrial Development
and the Department of Labour and Industry. The
Premier indicated in a way that disturbed not
only myself in respect of those particular
questions but also as a basis of a broad argument,
that we had a hide to come to this Chamber to
ask the Government questions seeking
information that would help research a matter for
a member of this Parliament.

I am very surprised that a man who has been in
this place for more than a quarter of a century
has never discovered that one of the fundamental
reasons for question time in a Parliament like
ours, which is based on the British system, is to
enable members to seek information from the
bureaucracy and/or the Government. I wonder
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what the Premier imagines the purpose of
question time is if it is not to illicit information.

The Premier suggested we were not to ask
questions in this place if we wanted legal opinions
or if we wanted a Government department to
research an answer for the information we sought.
This is from a Premier who is prepared to send to
gaol civil servants who supply information to
members of the Opposition. If the Premier is
prepared to send civil servants to gaol for such a
reason, and if he is not prepared to answer
questions in the Parliament, I ask the Premier,
with the deepest respect, how members of
Parliament are expected to get accurate
information.

Sir Charles Court: Members can get answers to
questions on specific matters related to their
normal electorates and similar work. It is not the
duty of the Government to do research work for
members.

Mr BRYCE: The Premier has bullied public
servants into not answering questions.

Sir Charles Court: That is not so.
Mr BRYCE: Everyone in the Civil Service

knows the Government has issued ultimatums to
civil servants.

Sir Charles Court: You spoke about junior
people taken off work.

Mr BRYCE: No, I said of the people on the
interdepartmental manpower planning committee,
five of the six are junior civil servants.

Sir Charles Court: The men who are closest to
the Government on its basic policies and
philosophies about which you are talking tonight
are senior to them and are in different positions
from them. That is why they are not available.

Mr BRYCE: That is the point I am making. I
asked the Premier these sorts of questions. Who
in this place could argue and would be prepared
to suggest that these questions were either
esoteric or technical to the point they needed
senior Government officers or departmental
advisers to answer them? Does the Government
have a policy on the application of computers to
Government departments? That was one of the
questions I asked. Well might the Prcmier engage
in conversation with the Leader of the National
Country Party because he knows he could not
answer the questions a week ago or now.

Sir Charles Court: We are not going to take
time off-

Mr BRYCE: How much time?
Sir Charles Court: You are showing how little

you know.

Mr BRYCE: Does the Premier have time to tell
us of the Government's policy with regard to the
introduction of computers into Government
departments? The Premier was also asked how
many computer installations are there in Western
Australia. Who would seriously suggest the
Government would need a senior public servant to
answer that.

Sir Charles Court: You have to take the total
bracket of questions.

Mr BRYCE: The Premier could have answered
some of them but it suited him to treat them with
contempt. I asked the Premier in which
Government departments have computers been
installed. Where was the legal opinion in that and
where was a senior public servant needed to
collect that information? I asked how much
money the State Government had spent on the
installation of computers. The Premier said these
were ridiculous questions and that he could not
get senior public servants to find answers for him.

Sir Charles Court: To give you a
comprehensive answer to the bracket of questions.
Be fair and reasonable.

Mr BRYCE: The Premier would have
answered these questions if he had had the
information.

Sir Charles Court: We could have answered
some questions without even referring them back
to the department.

Mr BRYCE: So they could have been answered
but the Premier bracketed them together. It is a
time-honoured tradition in this place that if a
Minister wants more time in which to answer
questions during question time, he simply
indicates that he wants the answer to be
postponed for X number of days or weeks of
sitting time. But he did not do that. We even
asked this simple little question-

()How many additional computers does
the State Government propose to install
during 1979 and 1980?

Once again he needed a senior Government
adviser to help him find the information.

I have another interesting question and I have
yet to ascertain where else we can get this
information. Perhaps the Minister could tell me
by way of interjection. The question is-

()What is the estimated number of
Western Australians who have been
displaced in the workforce as a result of
the introduction of computers-

Sir Charles Court-- I have been in Opposition
twice-once for six years and once for three
years-and we did all our own research and did it
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well. A good Opposition does not rely on the
Government. We did not rely on the Government
to do it for us. We had original thoughts.

Mr BRYCE: Those of us who have been here
long enough to remember the occasion when the
Premier was in Opposition would know that he
just about choked the notice paper with questions
which were legitimate questions seeking
information. This demonstrates how far out of
touch he is with the fundamental purpose of a
parliamentary institution. If it is not the purpose
of Parliament to place the bureauracy under
scrutiny and require the bureaucracy to provide
answers to questions in this place, we might as
well fold it up and spend our time in other
pursuits. It is one of the basic purposes of this
Parliament.

We asked the Premier a simple question, the
answer to which is either "Yes" or "No". The
question is-

(1) Has the State Government conducted
any study or survey to enable it to
estimate the number of computers which
will be installed in Western Australia-

He could not answer that because he could not
take one of his senior advisers from the important
work of preparing just another routine annual
Budget.

We went on to ask a question of the Minister
for Education, and this is a classic example of
how the Government works. I asked the Minister
for Education-

What steps -have been taken by the
Education Department to identify and plan
for the impact of the computer age upon the
Western Australian education system?

Perhaps the Premier could tell me why the
Education Department could not provide the
answer to that question.

Sir Charles Court: 1 have explained it to you
once. We wanted to answer the bracket of
questions. We assumed you were looking at the
total question and not just an odd aspect.

Mr BRYCE: The difficulty the Premier faces is
that be is a one-man band and he dare not let
anyone answer the question. He rode roughshod
over the Minister for Education. H-e did not give
him a chance to answer the question, but stood up
and assumed the position of the Minister and said
that this question would not be answered; that he
would have a look at it and maybe he would write
to me at a more practical time. We know what a
-more practical time" means when we are waiting
for a letter from the Premier.

The next question was addressed to the

Attorney General and the Premier did the self-
same thing. We asked whether his department
had looked seriously into this question and to
what areas of civil rights legislation his
department would have to give attention. Instead
of the Premier allowing his own Attorney General
to answer that question, he jumped in over the top
of his Attorney General and said, "I will not allow
the Attorney General to answer this. I will strike
up the one-man band again, and will tell the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition that he will have
io wait for a note from me a little later on."

What happens when the Premier writes an
answer a little later on to suit himself is that none
of the information appears in the permanent and
public records of this place. It becomes a question
of a letter with the information conveyed between
the Premier and the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition.

What was probably more staggering than
anything else was the fact that the Premier had
made a public statement on the 4th September.
He said with brave words which we have become
so accustomed to hearing from the Premier-

The Liberal Party was convinced that in
the long term computer technology would
create new jobs.

I do not dispute that. In a perfectly legitimate
way in this place the Premier had made this
statement on the 4th September. If he felt
confident enough about making that statement,
why was he not confident enough a few days later
to answer this simple question? If jobs are to be
created in this area has he identified them and
made arrangements-

Sir Charles Court: You are so far out of touch
with 'this subject. If you handle modern
technology correctly in a growing country like
this, you create work not redundancy.

Mr BRYCE: Is the Premier saying that he and
his Government will adopt a laissez-faire
approach to the introduction of computers?

Sir Charles Court: We are so far ahead of you
that we will have to move a motion to bring you
up to date.

Mr Tonkin: Stop skiting!
Mr BRYCE: The Premier is so far ahead of us

he could not provide the answer to those 18
elementary questions.

Sir Charles Court: If you did not have that to
say, you would not have anything to say.

Mr BRYCE: We asked him whether his
Government had gone to the trade union
movement, the headers of business, or to academia
for discussions on this whole question, but he
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could not answer it without taking one of his
senior public servants off the preparation of the
Budget

When wc asked him whether the Government
had any plans to retrain people who would be
made redundant, he could not tell us without
taking a senior officer away from the preparation
of the Budget. There must be some
thousands-an unknown number-of senior civil
servant advisers to the Government, on the
unattached lists etc., who keep the Court
Government ticking, but not one could be
detached-not one of the senior ones-from this
all-embracing--according to the
Prmier-process of preparing a Toutine State
Budget, in order to answer the questions.

I suggest it is perfectly clear that the answers to
these questions were fairly straightforward;, some
were more detailed than others, but the Premier
did not have the information which he would have
had if his Government was right on top of the
subject.

Within the next few years there is no doubt
that the impact of the electronic revolution will be
more readily and spectacularly felt in the field of
employment opportunities than in any other
aspect of our economy. If a laissez-faire policy is
to be adopted and thousands of computers are
introduced on the basis of what they can do for
productivity and the profit motive alone-and I
emphasis the word "alone"-then, as I have
already said, the level of unemployment in this
State, and throughout the nation, could rise from
a figure approaching 7 per cent at the present
time to something closer to 25 per cent.

Mr O'Connor. Over what period?
Mr BRYCE: Five to seven years. That is the

figure I used Previously. 1t is reasonable to
assume that some young people just entering
secondary school could go through their life
without ever having a job. Ii is probable that some
young people in primary and secondary schools
today are being trained right now for jobs which
will not exist when they leave school. That ought
to concern every member of the House on a
personal basis, especially those who happen to
have children of their own being educated.

These are not my thoughts but those of a
journalist by the name of Lynton Simpkins. HeI
wrote an article on this subject in a special
supplement in The Ausiralin Financial Review
and suggested that as the army of unemployed
people grows, as these people in the unemployed
ranks are singled out to pay the price, the sense of
alienation, isolation, misery. and impotence will
spread. Lynton Simpkins is a fairly cautious and

conservative journalist, but he argues that
revolution and violent crime are the products of
the feelings of alienation, isolation, and anxiety
based on a sense of impotence in a society.
Probably the basic reason so many people will
have their jobs threatened is that the tertiary
sector of our work force will niot be able to absorb
the people who are unemployed!

Over the last two or three decades in OUr
economy it has been traditional for the tertiary
sector to absorb people who have been displaced
elsewhere. We have seen it happen for generations
really. As farms became more mechanised and
semi-automated and as mining operations became
increasingly mechanised and automated, people
shifted into the tertiary sector looking for jobs at
an increasing rate. As manufacturing industry has
become increasingly automated people have
shifted into the tertiary sector looking for jobs.
This is all happening at the present time in the
manufacturing sector.

I refer to the increasing mechanisation and
automation at a time when the industry itself is
stagnating. When demand takes up and the
economy begins to lift again, there will be an
enormous surplus capacity in our own
manufacturing industry. However, inside the
tertiary sector is where most of the obvious
problems will occur. This is where most of the
interest and new technologies are being
introduced. For instance, we have what are called
point-of-sales terminals in the retail trade where
one person on a check-out terminal can do the
work which perhaps 10 people did previously.

The gadgetry has been perfected already to
enable these people at a check-out point to pass
an item in front of a sensitised piece of equipment
to pick up the code number of a particular
commodity and it can be automatically registered
on a computer how many of those commodities of
a particular brand have been sold. All stocktaking
and purchasing can be done automatically.

We all know about the electronic funds transfer
system in the banking world. How many
youngsters are in secondary school thinking that
if they do not get into here or there, maybe they
will become a bank officer; maybe there will be a
job in the bank for them? However, with the
development or this electronic funds transfer
system it will be possible for people to go in and
make purchases in large stores, and at the press of
a button funds will be transferred from their bank
account into the account of the company with
which they traded. It is called a cashless society.
Therefore, opportunities for people in that field
will almost disappear over this next decade.
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There are also the word processing systems in
administration. Ministers would know in their
own departments that word processing machines
have been introduced. I have read recently where
already 20 000 typists have been replaced in
Melbourne and Sydney alone. Who will employ a
typist to retype a draft document or letter if he
has access to a word processing machine from
which he can get a hard copy or "print out" at the
end of the processing?

In that same tertiary sector computorised
switching gea r i n communications will
revolutionise that particular aspect o f
communications. It will drastically reduce the
number of people needed.

Computorised warehouses are already being
built in Sydney and Melbourne where it is not
even necessary to get people to go and mark off
order forms or for someone to drive a fork-lift to
get a commodity.

It is all automated. 1 am not opposed to this; I
want to stress that point. It is important for the
producivity of the economy that we introduce as
much of this technology as we can possibly get
our hands on, but I am suggesting it is important
that we introduce it in the most humane and
carefully planned fashion.

The retail industry, the banking industry, and
the white-collar jobs in the insurance field and in
Government departments have traditionally been
like sponges, absorbing people displaced from
primary and secondary industries. Yet at the
same time as the process of contraction is going
on in the other sectors, the new technologies will
force people out of work in the tertiary sector as
well. We must be responsible in this place and
recognise that the consequences of having large
numbers of unemployed people are very serious
indeed.

One aspect that so many members of
Parliament are overlooking at this stage is what
will happen ini an economy like ours if as much as
25 per cent of the work force is unemployed. We
must look at the effects not only in human terms
but also in cold, materialistic terms. What will
happen to demand? What will happen to small
businesses up and down the streets in the suburbs
and country towns which we represent in this
place if 25 per cent of the people comprising the
work force are without a pay packet, and on top
of that are reminded daily by some members of
Parliament that they are dole bludgers? I suggest
that particular terminology will have to be struck
from the record. It will certainly require a change
of attitude on the part of many members of
Parliament.

Mr Blaikie: It is only members on your side of
the House who use that terminology.

Mr BRYCE: We have never used that
terminology in referring to unemployed people.

Mr Clarko: You used it just a moment ago.
Mr Blaikie: You use it time and time again.
Mr BRYCE: One can easily tell where the

most raw conservatives are in this Chamber. They
rise to the bait every time. They are the very
members who refer to unemployed people as dole.
bludgers.

Several members interjected.
Mr Blaikie: We can also see where the

reactionaries and revolutionaries are.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Sibson): Order!
Mr BRYCE: One of the problems we will have

to face is the reality that it will not be possible to
squeeze micro-technology into a 40-hour week. It
will not fit unless a vast number of people spill
over and join the ranks of the unemployed. That
is another concept which members in this place,
and particularly those on the other side of the
House, will have to rethink. So many of them
have in the past been traditionally opposed to a
reduction of hours in the working week.

Another interesting aspect of the problem we
face is that of the suitability of the people who are
placed in charge of carrying Western
Australia-or Australia, generally-into the
computer age. Too many of the people in positions
of responsibility are trained solely in respect of
what computers can do as machines. Very few of
them are trained in respect of what Computers can
do to people. When the normal computer engineer
or salesman conducts a computer benefit study [or
a Government department or a business enterprise
he concentrates solely on productivity. When that
same individual is asked a Series of questions
about the displacement of people and the social
problems which will be created, he shrugs his
shoulders and says, "That is somebody else's
problem."

I am suggesting in this House tonight that the
"'somebody else" is the Government of Western
Australia in the first instance, and in a slightly
more abstract sense the Parliament of Western
Australia. It is our collective responsibility. Too
many of the people who make the decisions about
the installation of computers lack experience in
business management, social management, and
political management.

I would like to make an interesting comparison
in respect of this matter. It is slightly exaggerated
but very relevant. When mankind developed the
hydrogen bomb, the individuals who developed
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that bomb were not given the right to determine
how, when, or if that hydrogen bomb was to be
used. The decision whether that bomb was to be
used was placed in the hands of political decision
makers, not the "experts" who developed the
bomb.

I suggest that as far as computers are
concerned it is important that the people who
developed the computers are not left with the sole
responsibility to determine how, when, and at
what rate computers are to be employed in our
economy. I am suggesting that when a computer
benefit study is carried out in respect of a
Government department or a business enterprise
it should be mandatory for a management and
sociological study to be carried out at the same
time, before the decision is made to introduce
computers.

In addition to the employment angle I would
like to refer briefly to two other facets of our
society which will be affected fairly significantly
and fairly soon by the widespread implementation
of m ico- technology. The first is the education
system.

It is a reality that vast numbers of people will
have to be retrained. It will not be good enough to
fly kites about retraining for the North-West
Shelf, as happened about 12 months ago; and we
saw the same thing a few days ago. Retraining
will have to be taken up very seriously. It will be
expensive because a vast number of adults
currently working in the work force will have to
be retrained for other jobs.

The implications for technical education are
very serious indeed. As I have already said, there
are children in schools today who are being
trained for jobs which probably will not exist
when they eventually get to the front door of the
first place in which they would like to work. New
thrusts in education are well and truly warranted.
A great deal more should be done in the
education system to acquaint young people with
computer technology. The first need is to
demystify computers-what they can do and their
potential. A whole range of new skills will be
needed for a computer industry.

The Premier and the Minister for Industrial
Development spend a great deal of time making
statements in the media and in this place about
the North-West Shelf gas project, with an
estimated total capital involvement of nearly
$3 000 million. They appear to be forgetting that
the particular industry which will revolutionise
this State in the next decade is the computer
industry. Where is forethought being lent to the
establishment of a computer industry in Western

Australia? I wonder how many meiibers of this
House would scoff at the suggestion that it is
desirable, practicable, or possible to establish our
very own computer manufacturing industry. I
wonder how much thbought has been given to that.

if my premise that we cannot squeeze micro,-
technology into a 40-hour week is correct,
presumably people will eventually be working 20
hours or less a week by the end of the century. It
is essential that resources and time be spent on
education in schools for creative leisure and
cultural activities. This is an aspect of education
which tends to be treated very lightly in our
society at the present time. I fear it may be to our
peril ultimately if we do not do something about
it.

The final aspect on which I would like to touch
very briefly is the obvious need for legislation in
the area of civil rights. Many people in this
Parliament and outside it tend to assume that a
computer revolution with its resultant dislocation
is solely related to employment opportunities.
Employment is probably the single most
important aspect but, goodness me, it is not the
only one. This is why it almost defies imagination
to hear the Premier of this State arguing that an
interdepartmental manpower planning committee
is what we need and what we have to Steer the
State into the computer age.

Sir Charles Court: That is not so.
Mr BRYCE: That is exactly what the Premier

said in a Press statement after he noticed someone
else in the Western Australian Parliament was
expressing an interest in micro-technology or the
spread of computers. HeI said, "We have it in
hand: we are in control; we have an
interdepartmental manpower planning
committee." As I have said, it is totally
inadequate for the task it has before it.

A number of very valuable precedents have
been set for us. For those in this Chamber who
need to have a precedent to follow and lean on, let
me draw attention to Europe. In Western Europe
in particular there is a range of legislation dealing
with the whole question of information
policies-legislation which is needed to inhibit the
invasion of personal privacy by computers. A
great deal of work has been done. We have done
practically nothing. If the Attorney General's
Department in this State had done some work and
research in this direction, it would have been very
simple for the Attorney General to answer my
question a week ago by saying, "Yes, we recognise
the problem and have done this, that, and the
other." Instead of that, the Premier put the
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"mocker" on the Attorney General and said he
dare not answer the question.

There are two obvious areas where the personal
liberties and privacy of people are threatened
most immediately by the introduction of
computers. The first one is in respect of medical
records. Before very long, every doctor's surgery
and every hospital in this State will be on a
computer. Every medical record will be on a
computer and it will be available to anybody who
has access to that data bank system.

The other aspect is financial records. Every
banking institution, finance house, and business
house will have access to special financial records
relating to people's credit ratings and other
aspects of financial dealings.

It will be an invasion of privacy if individuals
who have access to computer banks of
information can get access to that information
without authority. Apparently we need legislation
to enable people who know that private
information about their medical history or their
Financial dealings, etc., is on record somewhere in
a computer, to have access to that information so
as to ascertain whether it is accurate and true,
otherwise it is grossly unfair.

There is a whole range b1 issues that various
State Parliaments in the United States of
America are considering in this field. We could
learn a great deal from them. However, it appears
very little is being done, because we would
imagine it would be a simple task to answer the
question. If the process has been started, I say,
"Congratulations"; and a great deal more work
needs to be done. The urging is not mine alone,
but in the words Of MrT Justice Kirby, the
Chairman of the Australian Law Reform
Commission, who recently addressed a computer
conference in Canberra, "if we do not act now we
will tail the rest of the world in this field as we do,
regrettably, in so many other ways in respect of so
many other things." 1 would like to place on the
record three brief quotes of Mr Justice Kirby. If
members will not accept my urging and my plea
to ensure that this State accepts the challenge,
rises to the task, and grasps the nettle, then I urge
them to do so with the words of Mr Justice Kirby,
who said-

Properly disciplined by law, computers are
not a threat to our liberties, on the contrary
they will become an instrument to ensure to
our citizens, greater access to information
than ever before.

He went on to say-
We are going through a period of great

ferment in our society and therefore in our

laws. The speed and the sophistication of the
modern world create novel and complex
situations for which the ground rules laid
down by previous generations are irrelevant
or silent.

Finally, and may I emphasise, briefly, he said-
We must start now if we arc to have

proper new laws, rather than made aver hand
mec downs, from the pre-computer age.

The social, economic, and industrial dislocation
that will inevitably be involved with our entry into
the computer age is obviously a question of great
national importance; but it is also of great
significance to us as a State Parliament, and to
the State Government. Regrettably, the Federal
Government has failed to grasp the nettle, to take
up the challenge, just as most other Governments
in Australia have yet to wake up.

As I have already said, it really is almost
impossible to imagine that when he was
questioned on this subject the Premier suggested
that the agency or the vehicle we have in Western
Australia to handle the changes brought about by
the introduction of this State to the computer age
is an interdepartmental manpower planning
committee-and that is it.

In conclusion I would like to suggest in all
seriousness to the members of this House that a
Western Australian parliamentary Select
Committee to inquire into and report upon the
impact of computer-based technological change
could and should immediately identify those
facets of our State's economy which will be most
adversely affected, together with the rate at which
people will continue to be displaced by computers;
it should identify the positive advantage which the
computer age can mean in terms of economic
efficiency and growth, community problem-
solving, and individual self-realisation; define the
scope of and the basis for providing retraining
programmes; assess the impact which the spread
of computer-based technology will have on the
State's education system;, identify those areas of
individual human rights which are threatened by
the undisciplined spread of micro-technology; and
consider the feasibility and the desirability of
establishing a Western Australian or an
Australian based computer industry, including the
forms of encouragement which are necessary.

At this stage, let me repeat; Who amongst us
has given serious thought to the establishment of
a computer industry of our own in Australia, let
alone in Western Australia? So many people
would be inclined to throw up their arms in horror
and say, **It is not possible, we have to rely upon
the import of computers from other countries";
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and with those computers come the computer
programmes which are affecting so many
different facets of our lives.

Finally, the Select Committee in my opinion
should be called upon to identify at the State level
those areas where proper, new, and modern
legislation will be demanded by a new era. As I
said at the outset, we live in an age that we were
told would be a nuclear age. It has in fact turned
out to be the age of the computer. As legislators if
we are going to accept the responsibility and the
trust that was placed in us by the people who have
sent us here, we must be prepared to acknowledge
that in respect of this vast and enormously
important subject the Parliament is operating in
the dark. The time is opportune to shed some light
on the subject.

Mr DAV IES: I second the motion.
MR O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Minister for

Labour and Industry) [8.53 p.m.]: I rise to oppose
the motion moved by the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition. During his speech I was reminded of
the saying in connection with closing the gate
after the horse has bolted. Quite frankly, while he
spoke for a considerable time I thought in his
comments he did not make many points that have
not been made before and are not known.

While I am sure all members will agree with
much of what the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition said in his speech tonight, much of
what he said has already been stated. In fact, his
speech was practically a repeat of a six-day series
of reports which recently appeared in The
Australian. If members read those reports they
will find they were much along the lines of what
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition has said
tonight.

Mr Bryce: Give me the benefit of having read
considerably more widely than just that
newspaper.

Mr O'CONNOR: I do, but I am saying the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition's speech was
practically a review of what was printed in that
newspaper. I say again that much of it is agreed
with by members of the House. Anyone who
knows how much the Premier has been on the
backs of his Ministers regarding the matter of
technology changes and the need for u~s to take
action to ensure we are covered as far as possible
and to report back to him, would certainty realise
that the Government is concerned about this
matter and has taken and is continuing to take
action in an endeavour to ensure that the points
mentioned by the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition are covered.

The honourable member commented that

technological improvements will increase
unemployment and organised crime. Of course
they will in some ways, but in other ways they will
improve the situation. A young country such as
Australia can obtain greater benefits from
technological change than European countries
such as England, Italy, and others which are
already developed and have not the natural
resources that we have which will enable us to
benefit in so many ways.

While we realise that computers will bring with
them many problems not only today but also in
the future, the fact is that we have always faced
problems in connection with changes. Let us
consider the old fellow with the horse and cart.
How did he feel when the first trucks were
produced which could move goods so much more
quickly and in greater quantity? Those must have
been trying times for those people. What about
the introduction of electricity? What about the
introduction of the chain saw? The chain saw
allowed one man to do the work of probably 10
men in a forest. We have had problems like these
in the past. I agree that we are faced with them
today, and in a large way.

I round it hard to agree with the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition-and, of course, none of
us can prove it will happen at this stage-that in
seven or eight years' time the unemployment
figure would rise to 25 per cent.

Mr Bryce: I said "could".
Mr O'CONNOR: I am sorry, that is why I

checked on the figure when it was mentioned
initially. Any Government in a country like ours
which has such potential would have to take
action in that situation. I am sure all members
realise and agree that the world is in. a recession
at the moment in respect of unemployment, and
in respect of many other areas. However, I would
hope it will not be long before there is a change
for the better.

We in Western Australia who have primary
producers and manufacturers and the potential of
natural gas from the North-West Shelf, are in a
better position to cope with the present situation
than the people of most other Countries of the
world. I am not saying we should rely only on
those things, and that we should not undertake
studies. However, I find it difficult to believe in
that short time our unemployment will increase to
25 per cent.

I find it difficult to believe also that up to 50
per cent of clerical workers will be discharged;.
and in a moment I will quote somne figures
regarding what has happened in recent times in
this field.
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Mr Bryce: Let me emphasise that I said
between the mid-1980s and the end of the 1980s.

Mr O'CON NOR: I find that difficult to believe
because of figures that have been presented.'
Again, we must do whatever we can in this
respect.

A great deal of interest has been taken in this
matter since the President of the ACTU (Mr
Hawke) commented recently in respect of a-
national conference on the subject of computers.
He indicated his support for such a conference.

Mr Bryce: Are you really opposed to that?
Mr O'CONNOR: No, not at all. I did not say I

was opposed to it. If the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition waits for a moment I will give him the
details of how I feel on the issue. As I was saying,
a great deal more interest has been shown by
some members since Mr Hawke called for a
national conference. I would like to indicate that
State Governments and the Federal Government
have done quite a bit of work in this area. It is not
a field in which nothing has been done. As a
matter of fact, three inquiries are being conducted
at the moment at the national level, and Ministers
for Labour from the various States have discussed
the matter with the Federal Minister (Mr Tony
Street).

Mr Bryce: Only last week.
Mr O'CONNOR: That was only in respect of

myself, because I have been involved only since
last week. I presume other Ministers have
discussed it before, but, as the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition would understand I have nQt
before me the detail of what has happened in the
other States. Nevertheless, the matter has been
discussed and as a result of the concern expressed
by all the States it has been decided that a
conference will be held in Melbourne on the 24th
November.

Mr Bryce: Might I ask why it has been left so
long?

Mr O'CONNOR: The reason is that the
Federal Minister believes the three reports will be
available at that time, and he would like the State
Ministers to be competent to comment on them
and to make appropriate suggestions to the
Commonwealth in respect of the matter. I believe
in a country like Australia with its wide expanse
of land and its limited population we should look
at overall aspects.

There are independent inquiries into technology
and its implications being conducted in Australia.
The first one is an interdepartmental committee
of several Commonwealth Government
departments, including the Department of

Science, which was established in early
September to study the effects of computers and
new technology. The second inquiry is the
Williams Inquiry into Education and Training,
which includes the implications of technological
advance. The third inquiry is the Crawford
Inquiry into Structural Unemployment, and that
includes unemployment as a result of
technological advance. I think these inquiries
would indicate very clearly that something is
being done, and that Governments in Australia
are expressing concern in connection with these
matters.

Together with other members, I will be very
interested to attend the conference in Melbourne
on the 24th November to put forward our views in
this regard, and to endeavour to achieve the best
we can in this area.

If we set up a Select Committee of this House
to inquire into these matters, we will duplicate
many of the matters dealt with by the three
inquiries already being conducted at
Commonwealth expense. They are extensive
inquiries which have been going for some time,
and which will be completed in November.

Mr Bryce: Will they look at matters that are
limited to the States?

Mr O'CONNOR: Surely they would not
concerned only with Federal matters.
unemployment is of concern, it affects all
States.

be
if

the

Mr Bryce: Will they tell us what to do with the
education system in Western Australia?

Mr O'CONNOR: No, but they can supply
information and data from overseas countries
which are more advanced in technology than we

In my opinion, we would be foolish to duplicate
material that has already been dealt with by the
Commonwealth. As has been explained by the
Premier, the Government has a committee that
has been keeping in touch with much of this
information.

Mr Bryce: What do you mean? An
interdepartmental manpower planning
committee?

Mr O'CONNOR: Yes, [ do.
Mr Bryce: Two departments and Five junior

public servants, and you call that adequate! It has
met four times since 1977.

Mr O'CONNOR: Yes. It is keeping in touch
with what is being published.

Sir Charles Court: That is not the only way you
can attack the question. You have made the point
yourself. There are the mechanics: of the thing,
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which is the easiest part, and then there are the
socio-economic implications.

Mr Tonkin: Should not the Parliament know
what is going on?

Mir O'CONNOR: I am telling the Parliament
now.

In addition to those inquiries I mentioned, the
Commonwealth Government will discuss the
subject with the National Labour Consultative
Committee. That is a very important committee.
This means we have four inquiries involved in this
field, not just the three I have already mentioned.

The National Labour Consultative Committee
is composed of the Minister for the Department of
Employment and Industrial Relations; the
Secretary of the Department of Employment and
Industrial Relations; a representative of a public
authority; six nominees or the National
Employers' Policy Committee; six nominees of the
Australian Council of Trade Unions, including R.
J. H-awke, the President of the ACTU; and one
nominee of the council of Australian Government
employee organisations. This indicates the wide
spectrum of representation. These are the sorts of
people who can keep us advised of the type of
action required to be taken in this regard.

After the three committees have reported in
November. if we see there is a need to take the
matter further, we will do so.

Mr Bryce: You do not think the Parliament
should do it?

Mr O'CON NOR: I do not think there is a need
to waste time and money now when the work is
being done. This is work that may not be within
our capacity to obtain the information required.

Mr Bryce: There is a host of people in business,
in academia, and in the trade union movement
who wish to express viewpoints in Western
Australia.

Mr Tonkcin: It is an insult to Parliament. We
should have our own policy.

Mr O'CONNOR: I would be delighted to give
those people the opportunity.

The interdepartmental manpower planning
committee is including aspects of thc impact of
computerisation in this State in its field. It is
constantly in touch with the information coming
from the Commonwealth.

The member for Ascot mentioned some figures
in connection with unemployment. I was rather
amazed, in connection with the North-West Shelf
project which we put to the Commonwealth, that
he said we were flying a kite. I would have hoped
that members opposite would give support to this.

Mr Bryce: We do support it. We said we hoped
it was more than a kite.

Mr O'CONNOR: The honourable member
said it was kite flying. I want to assure
honourable members we are not kite flying. As a
matter of fact, my department has obtained
figures on the various trades that will require
manpower when the North-West Shelf p'roject
gets going. Because of other projects, such as
Wagerup and Alwest, there will be a shortage of
manpower. I have been requested to suggest at
the Commonwealth conference that the
Commonwealth should assist us in a scheme to
recruit people who are unemployed into a crash
training scheme, in an effort to get them to the
stage where they would be willing to take the jobs
that became available.

I have asked the staff of my department to
contact the unions so I can discuss this matter
with them. We will try to get agreement between
the various groups involved. We will endleavour to
have the Commonwealth assist in the funding of
this particular project.

I said I would give some Figures in connection
with the clerical section. The member for Ascot
did mention there is likely to be a 50 per cent
decrease in that area.

Mr Bryce: Coul d be.
Mr O'CONNOR: I said "likely". I did not say

you said there would be.
We have some figures of the growth that was

achieved between 1961 and 1976. The figures
represent the percentage variation between 1961
and 1976. In Western Australia, the work force
grew by 83.4 per cent. In the area of professional,
technical, and related workers, it grew by 146 per
cent. In relation to clerical workers it grew by
I129.7 per cent, which I think is contrary to what
most members would think, considering the
various changes we have observed between 1961
and 1976.

Mr Bryce: That is the point we made, that
between 1961 and the present time the numbers
have gone forward in the clerical fields and the
professional services.

Mr O'CONNOR: Most members would not
realise that. I[.certainly did not realise it until I
asked for these figures to be produced.

These are important changes. The Government
must try to provide for those people who will be
out of work.

Improved technology can also improve working
conditions and safety conditions of employees. In
a young country with a small population like ours,
there are many ways of creating jobs. As far as
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computer technology is concerned, the
introduction of computers certainly may decrease
jobs, and it may increase them in other ways.
There is enormous potential in the field of
computerisation. There are both advantages and
disadvantages in connection with it.

One of the matters that is of concern is
productivity-

Mr Barnett: Do you think the time will come
when Ministers will be overtaken by computers?

Mr O'CONNOR: I can think of someone I
would like to have overtaken.

In relation to our capacity to meet overseas
requirements, one or the problems we a re facing
and which many people in manufacturing
industry are complaining about is the fact that
overseas countries can produce goods very much
cheaper than we can. The productivity of this
State and of this country is not high when
compared with world standards. Our productivity
is low, and we are faced with manufacturers from
overseas marketing their goods and equipment in
this State.

I am rather amazed that we have members
wanting to appoint a Select Committee and to be
part of' that Select Committee when, in the last
few days, a couple of members opposite have
resigned from the Public Accounts Committee,
which is a more important committee than other
committees.

Mr H. D. Evans: And what were the reasons?
Mr Tonkin: They sacked a man who was a good

member of the committee.
Mr H. D. Evans: A slur on the Parliament.
Mr Tonkin: And a slur on the honourable

member.
Mr O'CONNOR: Is the honourable member

trying to organise something?
Mr Tonkin: We are not trying to organise

anything at all.
Mr O'CONNOR: If the members were sincere,

they would have concentrated on the Public
Accounts Committee.

Mr Tonkin: We have been.
Mr Bryce: Do you realise how foolish that

statement mak es you look?
Mr O'CONNOR: I can understand what the

member for Ascot is saying. When we hit
members opposite on the raw, they squeal. They
are squealing! By their squeals; we can tell them.

Point of Order
Mr H. D. EVANS: I seem to recall that that

particular remark was the subject of a court case
some years ago. I ask that it be withdrawn.

The SPEAKER: I would ask the members to
resume their seats.

I contend that the remark adds nothing to the
standard of debate, and I ask the Minister to
withdraw it.

Mr O'CONNOR: Certainly.
Debate Resumed

Mr O'CONNOR: If members were sincere,
they would be interested in that particular
committee because it is one that looks after
finances and operations generally.

Mr Bryce: You are not seriously suggesting
that the Public Accounts Committee is the vehicle
to take this State into the computer age?

Mr O'CONNOR: It is the one which makes
recommendations to this Parliament on financial
aspects.

Mr Bryce: Now you are struggling.
Mr O'CONNOR: On this side of the House we

do not concede that we should support the
recommendations of the member for Ascot at this
stage. We believe we would be wise to wait until
after the four inquiries have been completed and
the three reports have been received from the
Commonwealth on the 24th November.

As memb' ers know, this State will be
represented at the committee meetings. We will
be able to ascertain what information is being
provided, and what issues we should be involved
in.

I oppose the motion.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Tonkin.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ACT

Disallowance of Regulations: Motion
MR SKIDMORE (Swan) [9.13 pim.]:

move-
I

That Regulations made under the Wildlife
Conservation Act, 1950-1977, and section I I
of the Interpretation Act, 1918-1975, as
published in the Government Gazetteon 21st
July, 1978, and laid on the table in the
House on the Is( August, 1973, be and are
hereby disallowed.

It is one year and a week since the 7th September,
1977, when I moved to disallow these regulations.
On that occasion I spoke for some three hours. In
view of the early hour this evening, I shall
probably be in a position to justify the case I wish
to put forward by speaking for another three
hours.
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Let me say to treat this matter lightly would be
a disservice to the people who try to keep birds in
captivity as a hobby. They have to suffer needless
pinpricking and harassment and the continual
alteration to the regulations which control their
hobby to the extent that they almost invariably
find themselves-as a result of the changes in
regulations and not because it is their wish-to be
in breach of the regulations without having a
chance to defend themselves.

Last time I spoke on this matter I mentioned
the number of regulations which had been
changed. In 12 months approximately 85 changes
have been made to the regulations. However, last
time I spoke the Minister indicated he felt the last
major change to the regulations had taken place
and it would not be necessary for any further
drastic changes to be made.

Mr Hodge: Should not that be a matter for the
Public Accounts Committee?

Mr SKIDMORE: That may be true. To prove
my point, let me say I do not intend to quote all
the changes which have been made to the
regulations; but I shall quote the changes which
have caused a certain amount of distress to the
people involved and which have caused them
unwittingly to be in breach of the regulations.
Unless one buys a Government Gazette every
week, one would not know what was happening in
regard to these regulations.

As I indicated last time I spoke on the matter,
regulations were made by letter; that is, the
Conservator of Wildlife sent out a letter stating a
particular regulation, which remained in force
until it was passed through Parliament. However,
that practice has now ceased. At least the
department is now circulating regulations in the
proper manner so that they come under the
scrutiny of this House.

I should like firstly to deal with the regulations
which affect a person's right to hold a licence to
keep and breed fauna in captivity. Regulation 12
of the Fauna Conservation Regulations which are
known now as the Wildlife Conservation
Regulations, state in part-

The Minister may issue licenses to be
known as aviculturist's licenses to keep and
breed fauna in captivity and a person shall
not keep fauna in captivity or confinement
unless he is the holder of such a license or is
otherwise licensed pursuant to these
regulations to keep such fauna in captivity or
confinement.

Paragraph (2) of regulation 12 said that it was
the right of a person who had a licence for fauna
which was kept or bred in captivity, to sell any of

the surplus species specified in the licence. I am
paraphrasing for the sake of brevity. Paragraph
(4) of regulation 12 went on to say that the fee
(or an aviculturist licence was SI-and I shalt
come back to that later-and the holder of an
aviculturist licence shall not buy or sell any
protected fauna unless approval in writing from
the Chief Warden of Fauna has been obtained.

There are other requirements, but I shall not
quote them. It was a very simple processtby which
people indicated to the department that they held
birds of a protected nature, birds that did not
come under the protected category, birds that
were rare and endangered, and birds they wished
to keep in captivity. When they were issued with a
licence, they had to send a list to the department
saying, "That is what is in my aviary. Are these
birds all right to have and to hold and are they all
right in so far as the question of-protected fauna
is concerned?" I notice a smile because of the
terms I used. It was not meant to be a pun.

Mr O'Neil: It related very well to birds.
Mr SKIDMORE: If a licence holder had a bird

which came under the protected category, the
Conservator of Wildlife, as he is now known,
would indicate, "Yes; you may have that bird, but
you have to give Any of the young of that bird
either to the department for research purposes or
you may keep them and dispose of them provided
you sell them to a person who has a licence." It
was a very simple form. It cost the person $I and
no hassles were involved.

Somebody then had a brainstorm-that is all it
could be-and decided to amend that particular
regulation by bringing out a new type of
requirement. I believe the people involved were
endaa'ouring to assist aviculturists. They brought
out appendix "C" which enumerated the types of
birds which could be kept under certain classes of
licence. That in itself might have been
commendable; but the aviculturist associations
did not want it. They did not see any merit in it
and it added to the confusion of the people who
kept birds. Three forms of licences were
introduced. There was a basic licence, an
advanced licence, and a special licence. In order
to clarify the situation the species of birds which
were allowed to be keptlunder each class were set
down. As I mentioned earlier, this document was
called appendix "C". That appendix Eas an
admendment to the regulations on the 21st July,
1976. It was at that time also that the licences
were divided into three types: that is, basic
advanced, and special.

At that time the birds which were not listed
under "A", "B", or "C" did not require a licence.
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A total of 21 birds were listed. Under category
"A" 15 birds appeared. Some of the birds
contained in that category were as follows-

Introduced Birds (Acclimatized and gone
wild in parts of the State)

Domestic Ducks
Goldfinch
Guinea Fowl
Indian Turtle Dove
Peafowl
Pigeons
Senegal Turtle Dove
Silver Pheasant

1 mention those birds particularly, because it
relates to the sheer stupidity of the regulations
when, at a later stage, appendix "C" was further
amended not once, but three times in 12 months.

Under category "B" I I birds were listed and
category "C" had this to say-

Australian Birds
All other species of avian fauna indigenous

to Western Australia, and not listed in either
Part A or Part B of this Schedule-

BUT EXCEPTING those species
declared to be in need of special
protection pursuant to the provisions of
paragraph (ba) of Subsection (2) of
Section 14 of the Act.

I indicate the people who have to try to
understand all that jargon are not as learned as I
as far as the interpretation of regulations is
concerned. Certainly confusion *upon confusion
was added. However, more was to come. That
occurred on the 21 st July, 1976.

The Minister indicated in reply to my speech
last time 1 spoke about this matter that after that
massive change in the regulations, everything
would be all right and we would have no more
problems. However, that was not to be. Disputes
arose as to the divisions into which particular
birds fell and people-suddenly realised they had a
problem. If they kept those birds they had to have
an "A" and "B" licence. They then found that the
birds they thought were in category "B" should
be in another category. As a result all hell broke
loose.

On the 4th February, 1977, category "B" was
changed. I do not know where the people
concerned get all the birds from. They must sit
down with the latest bird book and copy them
without any idea of what they are doing. There
were I I birds listed in category "B" and when the
new regulations were brought out 26 birds were
listed. 1 agree that by putting certain birds under
category "B" the licence-holder was allowed to

keep them; but we have now gone from I I birds
to 26 birds in that category. Some birds did
disappear from the regulations.

Mr O'Connor: If these regulations are
disallowed, they will go back to 11.

Mr SKIDMORE: I should like the system to
return to the simple form where an aviculturist
had only to list the birds he kept in his aviary and
register them. There was no problem. I should
like that to happen.

However, with the increase in the number of
birds from I11 to 26, it added to people's
difficulties, In some cases people found the birds
they kept fell into another category and they had
to obtain another licence, because the birds had
been shifted around. That situation prevailed until
the 21st July, 1978, when changes were made to
the licensing system.

Regulation 12 of the old regulations read in
part as follows-

(7) The holder of a license issued under this
regulation shall not-
(a) have in his possession or control any

avian fauna other than avian fauna
of the species or class applicable to
his license;

That seemed to be a fairly reasonable regulation,
but apparently it was not satisfactory because it
was amended on the 21st July, 1978, to read as
follows-

(7a) A person who keeps and breeds any
avian fauna under a license issued under this
regulation shall notify the Conservator of
Wildlife immediately any bird kept by him,
the name of which is listed in Part C of
Appendix C. commences breeding by feeding
its young.

It is getting very childish. All of a sudden the
Minister wants to know, through the Conservator
of Wildlife, when the bird is breeding. The birds
which fall under category "C" are those which
arc considered to be endangered or rare and
should be protected.

Why did the department want to know when
those birds were breeding? Why did it want to
know how many young birds the people had? Did
the department want to know this for the purpose
of conservatlion, or to show that people could be
responsible and could breed birds which were rare
and endangered in the wild, in captivity? This is
taking place as the Minister must know. If he
does not know he will become aware of the fact as
he becomes more familiar with his portfolio.

Mr O'Connor: I think the reason for that could
be if people find a way in which the birds can be
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bred, it would assist in other areas where species
are endangered.

Mr SKIDMORE: Yes, I agree; but that is not
what happens and I shall tell the Minister about it
in a moment. On second thoughts, I shall relate
the case now. A person who lived in Manjimup
had a red-tailed black cockatoo of which he
gained control because it was not being looked
after. The bird belonged to his nephew for some
time. He secured it when it was very
small-virtually straight out of the nest. He did
not know where it came from. It was given to him
by a girl and he looked after it for a number of
years until his marriage broke up. He gave the
bird to another person. It was not being looked
after so it was given to some other people in
Manjimup. These people wan ted to take the
correct action so they wrote to the department
applying for a licence to keep the bird. This bird
fell into the rare and endangered species category.
The people were not allowed to keep it. The bird
was quite happy with these people. It was being
well looked after. It had a clean cage.

Mr O'Connor: They have still got the bird,
have they not?

Mr SKIDMORE: No; the bird has been
confiscated, as far as I know.

Mr O'Connor: I think you will rind the member
for Warren knows a little more about it.

Mr SKIDMORE: It was confiscated.
Mr H. D. Evans: An appeal was lodged.
Mr O'Connor: I know it is before the

Parliamentary Commissioner at the moment.
Mr SKIDMORE: I used that example because

I knew the Minister would be aware of it. I do not
know why the bird was confiscated, and neither
do the people concerned. Regulation 12(7)(e) has
been amended to read that the holder of a licence
issued or endorsed under this regulation shall
not-

without the prior written permission of an
authorised wildlife officer, sell or otherwise
dispose of avian fauna unless the names of
the species of avian fauna sold are listed in
Part A or Part B of Schedule C and the birds
sold are in excess of the number he is
permitted to keep under his license.

What in the name of fortune are we doing to
people in our attempt to control them? Let us
assume that one has 20 or 30 birds. At the end of
the breeding season one could finish up with 50
birds. So, the licence is extended to cover those 50
birds but if a person has more than that number
they are confiscated. One cannot direct birds to
have one, two, or no fledglings at all. But that

virtually is the sort of stupid control being
imposed on aviculturists. They are being directed
with regard to the number of birds they can have.

If the purpose of the regulations is to take away
surplus birds, for the betterment of conservation,
I would agree, but that is not happening. All we
know is that if one exceeds the number of birds in
any aviary the excess birds are confiscated. No-
one knows where they go because when we ask
the Minister we get a "No" reply. There is no
knowledge of what happens to those excess birds;
we are not told.

Surely it is not unreasonable that a person who
owns birds should not be hassled with regard to
what he does with his surplus stock. When a
farmer has a lamb drop of 600. whereas he
estimated a drop of 500, the extra 100 are not
confiscated. A dairy farmer who has a calf drop
in excess of his requirements, does not have them
confiscated. Those farmers are likely to be
brought into the same category with regard to the
right of ownership.

The regulations were altered again, and the
point I am making is that each and every time
they are altered there is a new ball game for the
people involved; people who are not as
knowledgeable as we are on the question of their
rights. I intend to deal with only 10 of these
regulations. Regulation I12(7)(f) originally read-

sell or dispose of any avain fauna to a person
who is not the holder of a licence issued
under these regulations.

That was the original regulation. What it says in
essence is that a person can sell avian fauna to a
person who is the holder of the licence. All a
person has to do is determine that a purchaser has
a licence. However, the person selling the bird
could then find out that the purchaser did not
have a licence. That regulation has been amended
to read-

sell or dispose of any avian fauna to a person
who is not the holder of a licence that
permits him to keep those aviani fauna.

The direction to the bird lover now is that his
fauna cannot be sold unless he ascertains that the
purchaser has a licence, and that he also has a
licence for the particular type of bird he is
purchasing.

That places an unfair imposition on people who
could easily be placed in the position of Finding
out that the person to whom they sold a bird did
not hold a licence for that bird. The seller of the
bird would then be prosecuted because he had no
right to sell the bird under the powers of the
regulation. For what purpose? All birds are listed
on the licence, as are the number of fledglings
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which may be kept. The surplus stock has to be
disposed of. With all those controls it seems
incredible to me that the regulations should
demand that a person should keep his birds to the
required number, without being able to sell the
surplus to a licence holder. If a person does sell
surplus birds, at the next inspection of the
purchaser's aviary he will be asked where he got
the bird. He will name the person who sold him
the bird and who will be liable to prosecution.
What is wrong with extending the licence of the
purchaser to cover that bird, if he already has a
licence? What is wrong with that? What about a
little simplicity with regard to these regulations?

I now come to a rather amazing change that
took place. I thought somebody had made a
misprint in the regulations when a section to deal
with an oological licence was included. I checked
it today, and found it to be correct.

Mr O'Connor: You probably thought it was
"illogical".

Mr SKIDMORE: I thought it was. This
provision is contained in new subregulations 12B
(1) and (2) and the important part is
subregulation (2). Subregulations (1) and (2)
read-

(1) For the purposes of promoting the
knowledge of eggs of avain fauna the
Minister may grant a licence to be
known as an oological licence.

(2) Subject to this regulation and such
conditions as are endorsed on a licence,
an oological licence authorises the
holder thereof to take eggs of species of
avian fauna listed in the licence.

I put it to the Minister: Is it intended that if I
have 10 chooks in my fowl yard, I will have to
have a licence to gather the eggs?

Mr Davies: If you are illogical, it is!
Mr SKIDMORE: Pigeons are covered under

another section, so there is no trouble there.
However, I will have trouble with ducks. I will not
be able to gather duck eggs because I do not have
a licence. I cannot gather eggs from aviary birds
which should be removed if they are in excess of
the number allowed. I cannot take those eggs
either.

The new regulations are taking the matter to
the ridiculous stage, but that is what they do.
That is what I believe aviculturists have been
advised, legally. If this sort of thing is to be
included in the regulations, there should be some
reason.

A person could be a long standing collector of
birds' eggs and could have a very extensive range

in his collection. Now, that person will have to
have a licence. If the Minister does not issue a
licence, his eggs will be taken away from him.
That worries me and I think it is an infringement
of the basic rights of people. Many people have
gathered eggs over a period of 30 years, and what
the collecting of those eggs have to do with the
necessity for a permit, I will never know. For
what purpose is it necessary to know whether eggs
are black, brown, striped, purple, or pink?

Something else happened on the occasion of the
change in regulations. We did have a regulation
dealing with another aspect which allowed
Aborigines to collect emu eggs. That licence to
take emu eggs has now become redundant under
new regulation 128.1I would like to know whether
a licence can now be issued to a European under
the oological provisions so that he may collect
emu eggs.

The original intention of the licence was to
allow Aborigines to engrave emu eggs as part of
their arts and crafts. Under the new regulations,
can a person collect emu eggs so long as he has a
licence? The two regulations seem to quarrel with
each other, and it seems to be an illogical
approach which worries me considerably.

I will refer now to what I patiently call the
latest lot of amendments, to which I am objecting.
These are the regulations recently tabled in this
House, on the 21st July, 1978. Tabled with the
regulations was a list of birds.

Mr O'Connor: I have looked through them.
Mr SKIDMORE: I might suggest that I have

with me a rather graphic illustration. I have been
to the trouble to bring the regulations up to date
because when I approached the department I was
told there was only one correct copy and I had no
chance of getting my hands on it. I spent some
seven hours getting my copy up to date.

Mr O'Connor: I might get a copy from you!
Mr SKIDMORE: I think the departmental

officers might like to catch up with me! I will
explain some of the changes which have occurred.
All of a sudden, the section dealing with birds not
subject to licence has disappeared. We now have
13 birds listed under part A, as a result of the
regulations which were introduced on the 21st
July, 1978. Part A originally referred to domestic
birds, but when the regulations were brought up
to date on the 21st July those domestic birds
disappeared. No reason whatsoever has been
advanced why they are no longer controlled or
accounted for. Those domestic birds included
ducks, goldfinches, pigeons, guinea fowl, Indian
turtle dove, pea fowl. Senegal turtle dove, and
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silver pheasant. There then appeared in part A a
list of other birds which had to be licensed.

Again, we have had a change in a short period
of 12 months. I appreciate that the change was in
order to make the regulations a little tidier.
However, I think someone sat down with a list of
Australian birds and put them into a certain
category.

Mr O'Connor: I think they were included in
order to try to make it easier for some people.

Mr SKIDMORE: The new regulations have
not done that. If the department considers that
the list of birds in category "A" and category "B"
should be enlarged to thig extent without there
being any great problem, why in the name of
fortune has there been a change from the previous
method where birds held in an aviary were
required to be listed and licenced? As a result of
the change to the regulations, it is probable that
all aviculturists are in breach of them
immediately. Immediately a new list is put out the
licences have to be changed. There are "A"
licences and "B" licences. and if a category "A"
licencee moves into category "B", he is in trouble.
Without realising it, an aviculturist could have
birds confiscated because of a change in the
regulations.

Again I say that people do not get the
Government Gazette and they are not aware of
the changes that take place. Some other
alterations were made to category "C" which
refers to all species of avian fauna not listed in
Parts A, B. D, or E in this schedule. There will
not be many birds left after going through this
list. Part D is a new one which reads-

Species classed in any Stale or Territory as
rare or endangered or in need of special
protection. (Excluding Alexandra (Princess)
Parrot and Scarlet-chested Parrot).

That amendment was made on the 21st July,
1978. Perhaps that is fair enough and we should
not be complaining about it; it is a new area. So
people would have acted on that amendment,' but
what happens then? On the 11Ith August, 1978,'about a month afterwards, we ind an alteration
to that part. There is to be a deletion of the
words-

(Excluding Alexandra (Princess) Parrot,
Scarlet-chested Parrot).

And the following words are inserted in their
place-

(Excluding Alexandra (Princess) Parrot,
Scarlet-chested Parrot and Black-throated
(Diggles and Parsons) Finch)".

I know that sometimes these names get me to the

chuckling stage, but still we must look at the
principle involved. In one short month, after such
a serious effort was made to enumerate and list
birds in categories, we then faced more changes.

Any person who has in his aviary a black-
throated (Diggles and Parson) finch is in breach
of the regulations unless he has a 'D"-class
licence. Why? Is this species of bird so important
that all of a sudden it must be listed? The sheer
stupidity of it all amazes me.

The wildlife officers must have spent a
tremendous amount of time going around with
these lists. I have spoken to many of them, and
they are as concerned as I am about the whole
situation. In many cases they do not know what
they are looking for in an aviary, and yet they are
frightened to say anything about the regulations.
I must say that the attitude of the wildlife officers
to the public has been good. At all times they
have endeavoured to do their job, and when these
regulations are changed so frequently, we must
admit they are doing a darned good job.
Originally 47 species of birds were listed in the
schedule, and now 106 species are listed.

[ hope it will not happen, but all of a sudden we
could find a change in classification "D", and
species in this classification may be moved into
one of the other classifications. No explanation is
ever given for the changes. I know some changes
were made to assist the aviculturists, but surely
we should not have such a long list. Would it not
have been easier not to list all the species for
which a licence is needed? No lists would then
have to be changed, and the situation would be
under complete control just by the issue of an
aviary licence. But no, that would be too damned
simple. What we have to do is to make it difficult.

Let me make it quite clear-and I hope my
aviculturist friends will not hate me for saying
this-if I had my way 1 would leave every cage
door open. However, surely those who enjoy this
hobby are entitled to go about it without having
needless restrictions placed upon them, as well as
the harassment that takes place. The wildlife
officers do not wish to harass the aviculturists, but
the regulations turn them into harassment
of ficers. This is where the problems arise.

I have an elderly woman in my electorate who
has been a bird lover all her life. She does not
understand the regulations, and quite frankly, at
times I cannot help her because I cannot identify
the birds in her aviary. Last time there were
amendments, she came to ask me for help, she
asked me what birds she could now keep. I had to
tell her that I did not know, but that I would do
my best to find out. In the end I gave up; it was
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an almost impossible task. If these people who
have been aviculturists all their lives cannot
understand the regulations, how can anyone else
possibly understand them? Why do we have to
impose such difficult regulations on the people?

Let me refer to another alteration in Part E,
and this is about the only item I do agree with in
the regulations, although I believe the old
regulation was quite clear enough. This part deals
with species of exotic birds which may be
imported under a licence, and it goes on to refer
to paragraph (f) of subsection (2) of section 17 of
the Act, and regulation 55. So I thought to
myself, "Ah, that is a clue! I will go to regulation
55 to find out what it says." Regulation 55 is
virtually just what I have read out. It said
originally-

For the purposes of paragraph (f)
subsection (2) of section I7 of the Act,
following classes of live animals
prescribed ...

of
the
are

It then states that birds are one type of fauna that
can be kept. Someone then had a brainwave i n
1976 and this was altered. Nothing was done to
the wording, but it was included in regulation 20
in a different form. I thought to myself, "Now
section 17 does not apply, I should look at
regulation 20." I remind members that I was still
trying to find out how to obtain an export licence.

The keen aviculturist likes to understand what
is going on, but it would take anyone a very long
time to try to work it all out. When I turned to
regulation 20, 1 found that it was amended on the
21Ist July, 1978. Parts ( I) and (2) of regulation 20
were deleted, and the following was inserted-

The Minister may issue licenses to bring
into the State from any place outside the
State any animal referred to in regulation 55
of these regulations.

So I ended up with the information that the
Minister will issue a* licence. Rather than all this
legal jargon, would it not have been easier to have
a simple notation to this effect, "Under regulation
20 of this Act, the Minister will issue licences"?
Rather than having to search through all the
regulations, this notation could have been made.
It is time we brought a little common sense to
bear on the problem.

I had a discussion with some people today;
perhaps there will be a change of thinking and the
tide will turn. Unfortunately, the damage has
been done, and I think efforts should be made to
repair the damage. We should try to rationalise
the regulations for licences.

I would like to know what happens when a
person finds he is in breach of the regulations

because the classification of a bird he possesses
has been altered. What happens to the bird?

Let us say, through no fault of my own, I own a
species of bird for which I do not have a licence. I
bred this bird, and I have had it since it was born.
I can see no reason that I cannot keep it.
However, all of a sudden, the category is changed.
Do I then kill my bird? I cannot sell it because I
do not have a licence to sell it. The regulatio 'ns
have made it impossible for me to sell it. Is the
bird confiscated by a wildlife officer? I believe
that this is what will happen, and I ask why I
should have to lose my bird merely because a
regulation has been changed.

If a person is quick off the mark and obtains a
licence to cover the category concerned, he is in
the clear. Such a person would not then lose the
birds which have been reclassified. However, I do
not think that is a fair crack of the whip.

Is there' any period of amnesty after an
amendment to the regulations? Let me say that
with the number of changes made to the
regulations, there is probably an inbuilt amnesty
because i t would take a wildlife officer at least six
hours to catch up on the alterations.

With all due respect to these officers, many of
them could not identify the different species of
birds. The wildlife officer who operates in the
Kellerberrin area is a dog trapper. Perhaps in
Northam a dog trapper may inspect the aviaries
to identify birds set out in these lists. What
happens then? I am not picking on the dog
trapper, because he has to do his job. I am saying,
however, that he is placed in the position of
having to visit an aviary and to ask the keeper of
that aviary to name the species of birds in it.
Having done that, he checks through the
aviculturist's licence and he could then say that
such-and-such a specie is not listed, and so it must
be destroyed. No wonder that differences of
opinions are arising between the officers and the
aviculturists. No wildlife officer should be placed
in such a position. We know that when an officer
lives in a small country town he is known to
everyone there, and it places an impossible burden
on such a person.

I did intend to go right though the amendments
that have been made, and I hope I do not do
myself a disservice by not referring to them all. I
know that many of the amendments were simply
to delete the reference to the "Chief Warden of
Fauna" and to insert in lieu "the Conservator of
Wildlife". However, the last time the regulations
were amended there were eight pages of these
amendments. Name changes were made to 120
regulations. It is very complicated to keep these
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regulations up to dale when there are
amendments on amendments on amendments.

The situation is almost impossible. On this
occsion there have been eight amendments to the
regulations, and those regulations covered four
sections. In other words, five
regulations-regulations 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8-have
had eight alterations made to them. Were these
changes really necessary? Did they add any
substance to the regulations, or make them more
easily understood? I doubt it very much.

I refer to one such, change which was
announced in the Government Gazette of the 21Ist
July, 1978, which was virtually a change to the
interpretation regulations. It stated, "authorised
means authorised in writing by the Minister to
exercise the powers conferred by these
regulations".

That in itself does not seem to be very much of
a change; I do not quarrel with the principle that
authority should be in writing. However, I have
since discovered that it could mean that a person
in certain circumstances would not be allowed to
sell his birds unless the Minister agreed to the
sale, even if he had a licence for those birds and
wished to sell them to another licensed keeper.

Again, this is an unnecessary imposition of
controls. The birds are all listed in the aviary of
the seller and of the purchaser, so there is no
question of anything illegal being done. However,
the Minister at his discretion may choose to block
the transfer of these birds or even to confiscate
them. If an aviculturist declares that a certain
bird is surplus to his requirements, the Minister
has the power to order its confiscation, and not
allow it to be sold. That is quite wrong. It is one
of the things which is basically bad about these
regulations. People should not be subjected to
such indignities.

I believe I have been as fair tonight as I was on
the previous occasion I moved to disallow these
regulations. Surely the Minister would agree that
there must be a little sanity in this whole matter. I
ask the Minister to take whatever steps are
necessary to correct the situation.

I wish to conclude my remarks tonight by
referring to a small part of the speech I made to
the House on the 7th September, 1977. 1 was
referring to an appeal I had received from one of
my constituents. He expressed an opinion about
the regulations as they applied at that time, and
went on to submit the following points-

I. Birds which are LAWFULLY HELD
AND LICENSED, in the possession of an
Aviculturist, are to be considered the
personal property of the Licensee-

Is that unreasonable? My constituent continues-
-and may be disposed of to any other

Licensed Aviculturist in Western Australia,
as may the progeny of these Licensed birds.

That is a simple solution, which would cut out all
the hassles, quarrels, and ill-feeling which are
engendered whenever an officer of the department
tries to do his job. I can tell members that when a
person has bred a rare bird and has raised it with
care, he does not take too kindly to wildlife
officers coming in and confiscating that bird. H~e
thinks the officer is an absolute rotten sod, and, in
turn, the officer thinks the person who is holding
the bird is in the same category; ther e is no end to
it. My constituent continued-

2. Permission to export birds from the
State must be obtained from Fisheries &
Wildlife Department, but this should not be
withheld unreasonably, or for an undue
length of time.

In explanation of this point, it has been
determined by the department that certain birds
should not be imported into Western Australia
because there is the possibility they may escape
and become a nuisance in the wild. I believe that
anybody who imports a bird from another State
and who pays between $150 and $300 for that
bird is going to take the greatest care of his bird,
and not allow it to escape from the aviary. I will
bet my bottom dollar that not one of these birds
will escape.

In fact, the regulations prescribe extra
precautions such as a double door on an aviary,
which means that the aviculturist must walk
through the first door and close it before he walks
into the actual flight area of the aviary.
Therefore, no birds are likely to escape from these
aviaries.

As I mentioned earlier, I agree with that part
of appendix "C" which deals with the export of
birds of endangered species. People who are
caught exporting birds illegally should be dealt
with harshly. I agree that licence fees should be
charged, and that they should not come lightly.
But for heavens sake, let us have a little sanity in
these regulations.

We have all read accounts of birds being
exported from this country, stitched into
suitcases, bottled up and even being stuffed inside
radios. The 27 birds which were placed inside a
radio were all found to be dead by the customs
officer who apprehended the person involved. All
the aviculturists agree that controls should be
placed on the import and export of birds, but in a
sensible way. I believe the fact that birds are
registered, aviary to aviary, is sufficient; we
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should not continue imposing silly little
regulations which force people to do certain
things.

My constituent concluded-
3. No birds should be seized from an

aviary without order of a court or
Magistrate, and in the event of a seizure, the
birds should be held where the owner is able
to observe them, pending an appeal.

I just take the Minister back to the situation of
the red-tailed black cockatoo. Quite frankly, there
was no need to take that bird away from those
people. It was being looked after there better than
the wildlife officers could have looked after it. I
am sure its removal would distress the bird. I am
told that birds form an attachment to their
owners. If one of us placed his hand in a
cockatoo's cage, and the bird did not know that
person, he would be likely to have half his finger
torn off, whereas the owner of these birds can
walk into his aviary and the birds fly all over him.

I believe it was wrong to remove that bird
simply to prove a point. Why not leave it there
and impose a heavy penalty if the court so
decided? The aviculturists agree with this
argument;, they do not want anybody to destroy
the avian fauna of this State. By making the
penalties heavy, the deterrent will be there.

I do not think a court order from a magistrate
would be needed. These people are responsible,
and it is very tough to tell a person he may have
to lose a bird for which he has a. lot of affection
and which, probably, he has reared from a baby.

I hope that in the near future-perhaps in two
or three months' time-we will see the Minister
getting all these people together. I hope the
responsible officers of the association and the
Minister's own officers can discuss these
regulations in an endeavour to return some sanity
to the situation, and remove these unnecessary
regulations which are binding every activity in
which these people are engaged.

I hope we can get back to the original
regulation 12 which made it such a simple matter
for people to have birds, and where it was simple
for a wildlife officer to do his job with dignity,
earning the respect of the people with whom he
was dealing, thereby making the administration of
the department so much easier.

I commend my motion to the House. 1 believe it
will go a long way towards achieving some of the
objectives I have outlined tonight. If my motion is
not agreed to, I sincerely trust the Minister will
take note of what I have said and endeavour to
effect changes to the benefit of those people who
keep birds.

Mr BATEMAN: I second the motion.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr O'Connor

(Minister for Fisheries and Wildlife).

BILLS (2)? RETURNED
I.- Real Estate and Business Agents Bill.

Bill returned from the Council with
amendments.

2. Weights and Measures Act Amendment
Bill.
Bill returned from the Council without
amendment.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ACT
Disallowance of R egulatlions: Motion

MR SKIDMORE (Swan) [l0.ll p.mn.]: I
move-

That Regulations made under the Wildlife
Conservation Act, 1950-l977, as published in
the Government Gazelle on 8th August,
1978, and laid on the table in the House on
15th August, 1978, be and are hereby
disallowed.

Having formally moved the motion, I do not wish
to speak further to it.

Mr BATEMAN: I second the motion.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr O'Connor

(Minister for Fisheries and Wildlife).

RACING, TROTTING AND
GREYHOUND RACING APPEAL

TRIBUNAL BILL
Second Reading

MR BATEMAN (Canning) [10.13 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
Before referring to the Bill, there are a few
remarks I must make regarding people who have
helped me over many years. Some seven years ago
I endeavoured to introduce this Bill when the
Tonkin Government was in office but,
unfortunately, due to the fact that we had a
majority of only one and we had a rather torrid
Opposition which gave us a lot to do-as I am
sure the Premier will recall-we found it almost
impossible to get Bills or this nature through the
Parliament.

This is a matter which has concerned me for
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many years, and it is something I took up in our
party room. I received permission to introduce a
Bill in Parliament seven years ago. I trust that
after all this time members opposite and the
Minister handling the Bill will not take seven
minutes to throw it out the door. I am sure they
will not do that without giving the Matter a great
deal of consideration.

Many people have been involved in the framing
of this Bill, including many lawyers. First of all II
would like to thank the original draftsman, (Mr
Olney) who, some seven years ago, drafted the
original Bill. Since then, of course, it has been
amended many times. I would like to thank in
particular the present Parliamentary Draftsman
(Mr Gardiner) who recently drew up the present
Bill incorporating all the amendments. Likewise, I
would like to place on record my grateful thanks
to my parliamentary colleague, the member for
Kalgoorlie, for his untiring efforts in assisting
with the drafting of the Bill. I would like to thank
also another lawyer who is currently a
committeeman of the Western Australian Turf
Club. I refer to Mr Athol Gibson. Many of the
clauses of this Bill are the result of amendments
he suggested when he came to see me at
Parliament House some years ago.

I do not introduce this Bill lightly, nor do I
introduce it for any reasons other than those I will
explain in a moment. I would like to thank also all
the people associated with the racing industry. I
refer to the Western Australian Trotting
Association, the Western Australian Turf Club,
and the Greyhound Racing Association, which
has become a part of our racing scene in Western
Australia in recent times. I thank also the
Thoroughbred Breeders and Owners Association,
the WA Racehorse Owners Association, and the
West Australian Trotting, Breeders, Owners,
Trainers and Reinsmen's Association.

I would like to point out also that in no way
have I been influenced by any person aggrieved in
the past by any of the actions taken by stewards.
They have not influenced me in any way
whatsover. In point of fact I have refused to speak
to the many people who have phoned me on many
occasions wanting to put forward their stories.
This Bill will not impinge upon nor infringe in any
way the administration of the Western Australian
Turf Club, the Western Australian Trotting
Association, or the Greyhound Racing
Association.

I am aware that some members of the Western
Australian Turf Club committee are not
particularly happy with the Bill, and I do not
really know why. Only a fortnight ago I was
speaking to a retired senior steward of the

Western Australian Turf Club, who was formerly
a senior steward of the Western Australian
Trotting Association, and he said to me, "Tom,
good on you! This is one of the best things you
could possibly do as far as racing in Western
Australia is concerned. It will take away a lot of
the onus at present on stewards and it will
probably take a little of the smell out of racing." I
think his remarks may be interpreted quite easily
by anyone who knows anything about the racing
business.

I have been asked why I am so concerned about
the matter and why I wish to introduce this Bill.
With your indulgence, Mr Speaker, I would like
to read some notes to help the Minister concerned
and others who are interested in the Bill to
understand my reasons fur introducing it.

In proposing this tribunal I would like to make
a comment with respect to the governing rules of
racing in Western Australia in events conducted
for gallopers, trotters, and greyhounds. Those
people who are employed or involved in the racing
industry are subject to and face severe penalties
for some offences which by their nature are
difficult to prove or disprove. These penalties can
be most damaging to both reputation and income.

All those so employed are equally vulnerable.
Under the circumstances it is particularly
important that every care be taken to ensure there
is no miscarriage of justice and that suitable
avenues of appeal are open to all parties
concerned.

The principles governing the administration of
natural justice which we accept as essential to
peace and order in our community life, have not
always been apparent in the administration of
racing. A vital element is lacking.

Under our system of law. Parliament is the law-
maker, the police prosecute for alleged breaches
of the law, and the courts adjudicate between
accuser and accused and impose penalties when
appropriate. The courts' decisions are subject to
appeals.

Each law agency functions independently
within its own sphere of authority. Under the
rules of racing, penalties are imposed by stewards
who may be not only the complainants and the
witnesses for the prosecution, but also the judges.
This may be inevitable but it bears no relation to
the accepted forms of administration of true
justice.

Therefore, all those employed and involved in
the industry feel most strongly that their last
court of appeal should be both truly independent
and experienced in law.

The only appeal now open to them against the
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stewards' decision is to the committee of the
principal club, whether it be the Western
Australian Turf Club or the Western Australian
Trotting Association. The situation is different
with greyhound racing, to which I will refer later.

Under the rules of the two horse-racing bodies
concerned the committee's powers are absolute
and their decisions are final. Such a committee
cannot be considered to be truly independent.

As a body, it is both the maker of the rules and
the employer of the stewards. As individuals,
members of the committee may have been
financially affected by the events in question,
either as owners or bettors. On either ground,
members of the committee must be considered
ineligible to act as judges or even jurors in such a
case.

Ibelieve that, in cases where reputation or
livelihood is at stake an indcpendent appeal
tribunal is an essential part of any acceptable
system of government for racing.

Therefore, I submit that this independent
tribunal should be accepted by the Government as
it is intended to be both truly independent and
experienced in law.

I would now like to break the Bill into its
component parts, to try to explain what it means.
That will make it easier for those interested in it.

The Bill will cover any person, syndicate,
partnership, Firm, company, stud, or any other
combination of persons owning, racing, leasing or
having any other interest in a racehorse, trotting
horse or greyhound and also includes the jocke y,
rider or driver of a racehorse or trotting horse.

The tribunal shall consist of three members.
Two shall be legal practitioners, one of whom will
be the chairman. The other shall be a veterinary
surgeon.

My reasons for this are mainly to ensure that
the tribunal shall be completely independent and
its members are in no way associated with any of
the three sports. The appointment of the two legal
members is to ensure that true legal justice can
prevail and give those so aggrieved a chance to air
their grievances to a truly legally qualified
tribunal, which is not available to them now.

The appointment of a qualified veterinarian is
to assess those appeals concerning Fitness of
animals and the treatment of horses and dogs
with certain vitamins and stimulants.

I am sure members will understand that it is
necessary for people with particular qualifications
to be appointed to such a tribunal.

In relation to the right of appeal to the tribunal,
where any person or body connected with a

racehorse, trotting horse, or greyhound or club is
aggrieved by a decision given by the stewards of
any of the aforementioned clubs he may appeal to
the tribunal to have his case heard even though he
may have an appeal pending with the controlling
authority of the racing or trotting club or in the
case of greyhounds, the Greyhound Control
Board.

My reason for that is this right of appeal gives
the dissatisfied person or persons a second and
final avenue for appeal which he cannot complain
contains a bias of any nature.

If the Bill became law and only applied to horse
racing and horse trotting, those aggrieved in the
greyhound industry from a decision of the
Greyhound Control Board would have only one
avenue of appeal; that is, to the board.

The tribunal can in point of fact do whatever it
decides is proper and is not bound by any legal
precedent or rulings other than rules relating to
hearsay evidence and can inform itself on any
matter at all, in any manner as it considers just.

Any decisions made by the tribunal in respect
of an appeal shall be final and binding and shall
be enforceable and be regarded as a judgment in
any court of competent jurisdiction.

My reasons for that are that under the existing
rules of racing a controlling authority has
absolute power and discretion and its decision
shall not be questioned under the existing rules of
racing in any court of law. However, should the
appellant be dissatisfied with such a decision by
the controlling authority he would have recourse
to this tribunal for an unbiased decision.

The salutary effect of this final and
independent avenue of appeal is that in the
absence of recourse to it, matters arising in the
administration of the sports concerned are still
domestic.

Outside interference is not being foisted upon
anyone, but the right of final appeal is available
for those who seek it.

The decisions of the tribunal shall be reported
in writing to the Minister and Governor to ensure
that there shall be a full and open report available
to the Government on any decision that has been
reached,

The tribunal shall be funded by the three main
controlling bodies, namely-

The Western Australian Turf Club-, the
Western Australian Trotting Association; the
Greyhound Racing Control Board.

All of those bodies shall be contributors on a pre-
set scale, as set out in the Bill.

There shall be a levy from the three
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associations to the fund and they shall be liable
for any shortfall in the annual income of the fund.

I mentioned earlier that I would give an
explanation as to why the Bill seeks to apply to
greyhound racing; because in that sport as legally
constituted appeals from decisions of the stewards
of the only present operating club at Canningion
Central are directed to the Greyhound Racing
Control Board.

I have previously explained that this Bill, if
adopted will provide any aggrieved person or body
from any of the three sports the opportunity of a
second and final avenue of appeal.

A further reason for the inclusion of the sport
of greyhounds is the additional financial support
that will be generated by those who are involved
in this sport, according to the provisions of the
Bill, so as to make the proposed appeal tribunal a
viable proposition.

Because the State coffers benefit so much from
TAD proceeds generated from the three sports.
those who patronise the TAB should be assured
from the existence of a truly independent and
final appeal tribunal that the betting avenues and
the consequences of alleged mispractices are
properly and fairly supervised.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr O'Ncil

(Deputy Premier).
House adjourned at 10.26 p.m.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

WATER SUPPLIES

Revenue Gained

1577. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Water Supplies:
(1) Adverting to the answer to part (3) of

my question without notice of Thursday,
7th September, concerning revenue
raised from water rates and charges on
residential properties, can the Minister
advise why there is an apparent
discrepancy between (a) and (b), as
follows:
(a) the estimate of $15 million in

expected revenue from residential
Properly under the new charging
system in 1978-79, compared with
$13 million in expected revenue For
the same period if the old scheme
had been maintained; and

(b) the statement by the former
Minister for Water Supplies (press
release 078-42 of 20th May, 1978)
when announcing the pay for use
scheme that "the new system of
charging will raise no more than the
present rating system would have
during 1978-79"?

(2) Can the Minister also advise why the
expected revenue from residential
properties in 1978-79 is $15 million,
when the former Minister for Water
Supplies in the statement mentioned
before, advised that an amount of $19.5
million would be raised in 1978-79
under the new system from residential
properties and this amount would be the
same as would have been raised under
the old system?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(I) The former Minister for Water
Supplies' statement implied that equal
revenues would have to be generated
under either system. Had the old system
been retained due adjustment to rates
and charges would have been necessary.

(2) The difference is due to a revision of the
estimate of the quantity of water to be
sold.

LAND

Busselton

1578. Mr DAVIES, to the Premier:

(1) Adverting to the answer to my question
1549 of 1978 has he, or any other
Minister, received representations more
recently than the 4th August from the
Member for Vasse and/or the Busselton
Shire Council specifically requesting
that Crown land at Busselton be sold to
the shire at market prices and not be
endowed to the shire, so the shire could
subdivide and re-sell the land for
residential Purposes, and use the profits
to repair the Busselton jetty?

(2) If so, what was the Government's
response?
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Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) I understand that the Member for Vasse

has asked the Member for South-West
Province and Leader of the Government
in the Legislative Council to represent
the request by the Shire of Busselton for
purchase of land in the shire district for'
the Government to sell the land to the
shire at fair market price, and for any
profit to be retained by the shire to
restore the Busselton jetty.
I also understand that the
representations are in the process of
being made to me, although not yet
formally received.

(2) The matter will be given consideration.

WATER SUPPLIES

Revenue Lost

1579. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Water Supplies:

Adverting to the answers to my questidn
1534 of 1978 concerning the costs of
providing water allowances to domestic
consumers at different allowance levels,
can he now advise the number and
percentage of domestic consumers who
consume water between the following
amounts annually:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(g)
(h)
0i)

100-200 k];
200-300 kI;
300-400 k];
400-500 k];
500-600 kI;
600-700 kI;
700-800 kI;
800-900 kI;
900-1000 k1?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
The board's records
form which would
readily available.

are not kept in a
make an answer

ELECTORAL
Kinmberley Roll

1580. Mr DAVIES, to the Chief Secretary:
(1) Further to my question 1531 of 1978

and the answers to part (2) (b) and part
(3) of that question, can he advise how
many people were struck off the roll
since 17th December, 1977, for each of
the reasons outlined in the answer to
part (3) of the question?

(2) Can he also advise how many of the
persons who have been struck off the roll
in each of the categories mentioned in
the answer to part (3), were Aborigines?

Mr O'NEIL replied:
(1) Enrolled in a new electorate ....

Deleted under section 48 .........
Obvious error or removal of

duplicate name .................
Elector's request...................
Marriage...........................
Death...............................
Conviction (section 59)...........
Failure to reply to notices re-

garding non-voting at election..
Change of address within the elec-

torate............................

254
311

40
31
19
25

397

175

I 253

(2) No. The State Electoral Department

does not have this information.

WATER SUPPLIES
Revenue Gained

1581. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Water Supplies:

Further to my question without notice
on Thursday, 7th September, 1978:
(1) What was the average annual

consumption of water for a non-
residential property in the
metropolitan area in 1977-78?

(2) What is the total consumption of
water by non-residential properties
in the metropolitan area:
(a) 1976-77;
(b) 1977-78?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) This information is not available, as only

a proportion of such properties is
metered.

(2) The total of non-residential metered
consumptions is as follows-
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(a) 20 million kilolitres.
(b 14.5 million kilolitres.

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

Proclamation, Reason, anid Dates

1582. Mir HODGE, to the Minister for Labour
and Industry:
(1) What whole public holidays, or half-day

public holidays, were proclaimed as such
under section 7 of the Public and Bank
Holidays Act, 1972, during the period
I1st July, 1977 to 30th June, 1978?

(2) What was the reason for the
proclamation of each such holiday?

(3) Which area of the State was each
holiday proclaimed for?

(4) What were the dates of each proclaimed
public holiday or half holiday?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) to (4) The dates of the public holidays

or public half holidays proclaimed under
section 7 of the Public and Bank
Holidays Act, 1972, for the period 1st
July, 1977, to 30th June, 1978, together
with the reason for the holiday and the
area of the State are as follows-

Public holidays proclaimed under section 7 of the
Public and Bank Holidays Act 1972,

1st July 1977 to 30th June 1978

Town or Arcs

Dulwallinu orensite.
Dumpier torensite-....
Kurnratlsa townsile.......

Mooru Shire ...........

Pt. Sa msont tawnsite.

Roebourse towasilc....
Roebourne shire (cast of
Nickol River) ..........
Roeboarse shire (west of
Nickcol River) .........
West Kcimberley shire.
West Pilbara Shire (tait
Sector) inclu~des towns of
Witcenoces. Tore Price
and Parahardoo.........

Full or Reason
Date "alf Day

Dalw-allitis
I5 SibSpt. 197 lul Agricultural show
8 ilh Aug. 1977 full1 Fcf~aCl festival
Ist Aug. 1977 . full FeNaCI festival

Mocru
14th Sept. 1977 half Agricultural Show

Ruehournc race
15th Aug. 1977 full day

Roehourne race
I1Sth Aug. 1977.. loll1 day

Roehourne rate
15th Aug. 1977 full1 day

FeNaCI festival
Is( Aug. 1977 ... fu l
27th July 1977 full Boab festival

Wutsenoom Gorge
race meetiug

5th Sept. 1977.full
Roehourne rate

Whim Creek towasite 15th Aug. 1977 fall1 day
Roebourne race

Wicihanl towirsite ...... 1ith Aug. ro fll day

HEALTH
Nursing Homes

1583. Mr HODGE, to the Minister for Health:
(I) Are adequate numbers of nursing home

beds available at present in the Bicton,
Applecross a3nd South Perth areas?

(2) Who are the State Government's
representatives on the
Commonwealth /State co-ordinating,
committee on nursing home
accomodation?

(3) Did the abovementioned committee
recently consider applications for
approval to construct additional nursing
home accomodation from the Carinya
Nursing Home, Bicton, Applecross
Nursing Home, Applecross and
Owenyfred Nursing Home, South
Perth?

(4) Did the committee recommend that each
application be not approved?

(5) If "Yes" what was the reason for the
rejection of each application?

(6) Is it a fact that there is a long waiting
list for each of the abovementioned
nursing homes?

Mr YOUNG replied:
(1) The number of nursing home beds in the

region, including Bicton, Applecross and
South Perth, is considerably in excess of
the level specified by the
Commonwealth, which lays down the
guidelinei under which the
Commonwealth /State co-ordinating
committee on nursing homes operates.

(2) The Assistant Principal Medical Officer
(Dr H. J. Rowe) and the Secretary,
Medical Department (Mr H. H.
McGrath) attend these meetings.

(3) and (4) Yes.
(5) The high ratio of nursing home beds to

aged population already in the region
and additional beds already in course of
construction or approved to serve the
region.

(6) The proprietors of the nursing homes
concerned claimed in each case that this
was so.

WATER SUPPLIES

Dams: Manjimup Research Station
1584. Mr H. D3. EVANS, to the Minister for

Agriculture:
(1) What are the dimensions and capacity

of the two dams built on the Manjimup
research station?
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(2) What was the cost of constructing each
dam?

(3) (a) Was the construction of these dams
supervised by the Public Works
Department; and

(b) if so, what cost for design and
supervision was raised against each
dam?

Mr OLD replied:
(1) 23 000 cubic metres and 92 000 cubic

metres.
(2) $8 000 and $35 000 respectively.
(3) (a) Yes.

(b) Included in (2) above.

ABATTOIR

Export: North Dandalup
1585. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister

Agriculture:
for

When is it expected that construction of
an export abattoir at North Dandalup
by Pope Exports Pty. Ltd. will
commence?

Mr OLD replied:
This is a matter for decision by the
company.

NATURAL DISASTER RELIEF
Cyclone "A/by": Apple Growers

1586. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) Adverting to his reply to question 899 of

2nd August, 1978, can he advise if the
State Government has been successful in
negotiating with the Commonwealth
Government to use any surplus in the
"supplementary fund" which is normally
used to supplement prices of apples
exported, to compensate apple growers
who suffeted fruit losses through cyclone
Alby?

(2) (a) If "Yes" what amount will be
available for disbursement to
growers;

(b) what level of compensation per
bushel is expected will be paid;1 and

(c) when is it anticipated payment will
be made?

ft6

Mr OLD replied:
(1) The Commonwealth and State

Governments will contribute equally to
provide $400 000 as a special fund to
assist growers who suffered serious crop
losses caused by cyclone Alby.

(2) (a) Answered by (1) above.
(b) Approximately 75c.
(c) As soon as claims have

received and processed.
been

NATURAL DISASTER RELIEF

Cyclone "A lby": Lord Mayor's Appeal Fund
1587. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Premier:

(1) On what date did applications for
assistance from the Lord Mayor's fund
for damage caused through cyclone
Alby close?

(2) What was the total amount collected for
the cyclone Alby appeal?

(3) What was the total amount of this fund
which was disbursed to applicants?

(4) How is it intended to deal with any
balance remaining in the fund?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) The 29th August, 1978.
(2) $816009.
(3) $587 359 has been disbursed to date.

Claims still being processed will result in
further disbursements.

(4) This is a matter that the Board of
Management of the Lord Mayor's
Distress Relief Fund has yet to consider.
As pointed out previously, it should be
appreciated that the operations of the
fund are independent of Government.
However, the Lord Mayor's fund is a
continuing fund and since its inception
in 1961, it has been practice for balances
remaining to be held ready to provide
immediate assistance to victims of any
subsequent disaster.

WATER SUPPLIES

Consumption
1588. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister representing

the Minister for Water Supplies:
What is the total water consumption
for-
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(a)
(b)
(c)

industrial;
commercial;
other

properties in the metropolitan area for-
(i) 1976-77;
(ii) 1977-78;,

(iii) 1978-79 (estimate)?
Mr O'CONNOR replied:

This information is not available, as only
a proportion of such properties is
metered. Answer to question 1581 also
refers.

WATER SUPPLIES
Rates: Valuation and Wa ter Allowance

1589. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Water Supplies:
(1) What is the average annual value for

water rating purposes for a non-
residential property in the metropolitan
area?

(2) What is the annual water allowance for
that value?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) $2041.
(2) 1 255 kilolitres.

H EA LTH
Women 's Refuge Centres

1590. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Health:
(1) What amounts of money were granted

to Western Australia for the financial
year 30th June, 1978 for the
maintenance andi development of
women's refuge centres?

(2) How was this money allocated?
(3) Did any money remain unspent at the

end of the year?
(4) If so, how much?
(5) For what reason?
(6) What centres have been approved for

funding in the current Financial year?
Mr YOUNG replied:
(1) A total of $322 000 was allocated in the

1977-78 financial year for women's
refuges.

(2) The allocation was as follows-

ACRAH ... ................... 35000
Ave Maria ..................... 13000
Byanda ...........................3500
Emmaus ....................... 20000
Holyoake ......................._14500
Mary Smith ................... 18500
Murray District............... 30 000
Stirling .................... 32500
Rockingham ................... 14 500
Nardine........................ 84500
Warrawee ..................... 56 000

Total $322 000
(3) Yes.
(4) Approximately $110000 of

Commonwealth funding remained
unspent.

(5) Not all of the refuges used their full
allocations. This was due to various
reasons such as, general underspending
and the inability to locate suitable
premises from which to operate.

(6) ACRAH
Ave Marie
Byanda
Emmaus
I-olyoake
Mary Smith
Murray Districts
Stirling
Rockingham
Nardine
Warrawee

CONSERVATION AND THE
ENVIRONMENT: BAUXITE MINING

Alcoa, Wagerup: EPA Report

1591. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Conservation and the Environment:
(1) Why is there to be a delay of three or

four weeks before the report of the
Environment Protection Authority on
the Wagerup bauxite proposals is made
public?

(2) Will the Government have made
decisions on whether the project can go
ahead or on conditions covering the
project by the time the report is made
public?
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Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) It is essential that the Government

should have ample time to consider the
report and its implications in depth,
which could take 3 to 4 weeks.

(2) It is not possible at this stage to indicate
if a decision can be arrived at by that
date.

ENERGY

State Energy Commission: Borrowing Overseas

1592. Dr TROY, to the Premier:
(1) In view of the narrowing gap between

interest charges on money bnrrowed
internally as Compared with the Euro-
dollar market, what is the advantage in
the State Energy Commission borrowing
overseas?

(2) Does such a policy relieve competitive
pressure on the internal money market?

(3) Does such a policy mean in effect that
foreign exchange risk from overseas
borrowing will be borne by the
Government?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) and (2) The new guidelines provide for

State authorities to borrow overseas with
the approval of the Loan Council only if
it proves impracticable to borrow the
required funds within Australia. It will
be apparent that State authorities would
prefer to avoid incurring exchange risk
wherever possible. However, in
circumstances where the Australian
market is unable to provide the volume
of funds required, it may be preferable
in the interest of a project being able to
proceed, to obtain the balance of any
required funds from overseas having
regard for interest rate differentials and
comparative exchange risk.
In the case of the proposed Pilbara to
Perth gas pipeline, the funds required
will be in excess of $400 million, drawn
over a three or four year period.
Depending on other demands on the
Australian money market at the time, it
is a reasonable assumption that a
substantial part of the required funds
will need to be obtained from external
sources if undue pressure is not to be
placed on the local market.
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(3) There is always an exchange risk
involved in overseas borrowing in other
currencies which is usually reflected in
interest rates offered. This and other
factors need to be weighed carefully
before a decision to borrow in a
particular currency is made.

NATURAL DISASTER RELIEF

Comprehensive Statement

1593. Mr T. H-. JONES, to the Minister for
Agriculture:

On 16th August, 1978 he advised me
that a comprehensive statement on
natural disasters, including cyclone
"Alby", would be made. In view of this
information will he please advise:

(a) has the statement been made;
(b) if "No" when is it anticipate the

statement will be made?

Mr OLD replied:

A comprehensive statement has been
substantially completed. I anticipated
its release within the next few days,

NATURAL DISASTER RELIEF:
CYCLONE "ALBY"

Orchardists: Financial Assistance

1594. Mr T. H. JONES, to the Minister for
Agriculture:

Will he advise if the Federal
Government and the State Government
have made a decision to give orchardists
financial assistance in relation to crop
losses sustained as a result of cyclone
"Al-by"?)

Mr OLD replied:

Financial assistance totalling S400 000
will be made available to orchardists
who suffered serious crop loss from
cyclone "Alby".
The funds will be contributed equally by
the Commonwealth and the State.
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PASTORALISTS

Transport Subsidy

1595. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) Does the Government intend to give a

transport subsidy to pastoralists who
send cattle south from -the Kimberley
and other pastoral areas?

(2) If "Yes" to (t) what are the details of
such assistance?

(3) If "No" to (1) does the Government
intend to make any assistance available
to northern pastoralists in view of the
fact that the recent increases in the price
of fuel will exacerbate the economic
position of the pastoral industry?

Mr OLD replied:
(1) to (3) There is no intention at this stage

to provide a transport subsidy. There are
abattoirs in the Kimberley area to which
pastoralists can direct their cattle;, and
in an endeavour to give pastoralists an
alternative market, the Government has
approved the movement of cattle to
approved abattoirs. in the southern part
of the State, subject to certain provisos
being met in relation to bluetongue.

ASSISTANCE AND SECURITY
CORPORATION

Government Payment

1596. Mr TONKIN, to the Treasurer:
Adverting to my question 1551 of 1978
relevant to the payments made by the
Government to the Assistance and
Security Corporation:
(1) For what sum of money was the

cheque made?
(2) What was the date of the cheque?
(3) What services had the Assistance

and Security Corporation provided
to the Government for which that
cheque was payment?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) $I 815,
(2) Originally 30th December, 1977.

However, this cheque apparently
went astray, and was replaced by
another dated 22nd March, 1978.

(3) Provision of transport and
associated staff for delivery of flour.

RAILWAYS

4ieraldton Oepot

1597. Dr TROY, to the Minister for Transport:

(I) In view of the Govern ment's declaration
that no workers would be retrenched as
a result of the closure of the northern
railway line why have workers been
dismissed from the Geraldton depot of
Westra ii?

(2) Why cannot the retrenched workers be
offered alternative work?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

(1) No workers have been dismissed or
retrenched from Westrail's Geraldton
depot as a result of the closure of the
Mull ewa- Meekatha rra railway.
With the exception of one temporary
labourer, who was employed for a period
specifically to cover the absence of
permanent employees, employment
terminations at Geraldton depot have
been by way of retirement, resignation
or dismissal for wnsatisfactory
behaviour.

(2) Not applicable.

TRAFFIC

Lights: Mirrabooka-Nollamara Avenues
Intersection

1598. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) Can he say whether the completion of
the link between Mirrabooka Avenue
and Nollamara Avenue will increase the
priority being given for traffic lights at
the intersection of Nollarnara Avenue
and Flinders Street?

(2) (a) What priority is currently being
given to the installation of traffic
lights at this intersection; and

(b) when is it anticipated that traffic
lights will be installed?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) (a) and (b) Traffic control signals will

be installed at this intersection this
financial year.
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
ASSISTANCE AND SECURITY

CORPORATION
Government Payment

1.Mr TONKIN, to the Premier:
(1) Which Minister authorised the payment

of the cheque to the Assistance and
Security Corporation?

(2) Have there been any further payments?
Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

I thank the member for some notice of
this question. The reply is as follows-
(1) The Minister for Labour and

Industry, under the powers
conferred by the Flour Act,
authorised the procurement of
transport.

(2) To the bestof my knowledge, no.

ASSISTANCE AND SECURITY
CORPORATION

Flour Millers' Dispute

2. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Labour and
Industry:
(1) Is it correct that the Assistance and

(2)
(3)

Security Corporation was asked to give
assistance during the flour millers'
dispute last year?
If so, by whom and when?
Why was the Assistance and Security
Corporation' chosen as the body to
provide assistance during the flour
millers' dispute?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) to (3) In view of the fact I was not the

Minister at the time I would have
thought the Leader of the Opposition
would have more sense than to ask that
question.

Mr Davies: I thought you would have made
some inquiries on this subject.
Mr O'CONNOR: The Leader of the
Opposition knows where I was today.
Mr Davies: No, I do not.

ASSISTANCE AND SECURITY
CORPORATION

Ministerial Condemnation

3. Mr HODGE, to the Premier:
Can he explain why the former Minister
for Labour and Industry was publicly

condemning the Assistance and Security
Corporation and saying the Government
would not encourage such a group when
the body concerned had already been
sent a cheque, had lost it and been sent
another one?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
I have to disappoint the member because
the answer is a very simple one and is
very clearly set out in a statement issued
today by the Minister for Labour and
Industry. I will arrange for the member
to receive a copy of that statement.

ASSISTANCE AND SECURITY
CORPORATION

Flour Millers' Dispute
4. Mr SKIDMORE, to the Minister for Labour

and Industry:
In view of the fact that the union and
employers had resolved the strike issue
prior to the firm called Assistance and
Security Corporation moving trucks into
the flour mill, how does the Minister
justify the spending of $1 815 of the
public's money for the hire of trucks
when the flour could have been shifted
by Great Southern Roller Flour Mills'
own vehicles because the strike was
over?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
The member did give me some brief
notice of this question. From inquiries I
have made it would seem the
information he has is not based on fact.

ASSISTANCE AND SECURITY
CORPORATION

Government Payment
5. Mr TONKCIN, to the Minister for Labour

and Industry:
I hope the Minister can answer this
question without notice without having
to go to his officers to find out what to
say. My question is-

In view of his statement today that
a payment of $1 815 was made to
Assistance and Security
Corporation in November, 1977,
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even though the Government did
not become aware of the
corporation's existence till May this
year, can he advise why payments
were made to a body which the
Government knew nothing about?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
If the member wants to put the question
on the notice paper I will give him an
appropriate answer.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Orders of the day.

Mr TONKIN: Mr speaker, I assumed there
would be more questions without notice before I
asked another question myself.

The SPEAKER: The member will resume his
seat. After the last question was answered I
waited a reasonable time for aqpther member to
rise and ask a question without notice. If the
member for Morley became confused between the
interjections which were occurring at the time and
the possibility of another member asking a
question. I am sorry. However, questions without
notice have concluded for today.
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